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WE ARE, AT PRESE T, in ch early cage of com
puter process control. In 1954, the first widespread u 
of digital echniques appeued in the petroleum and 
chemical industries in the form of the data logger. The 
primary function of these de ices is to convert analog 
measurements into more concisely recorded digital data; 
in addition, loggers perform ocher functions such as flow 
integration, alarm scanning, and relatively simple cal
culations for mass flow. The literarure contains many 
articles on the virtues and faults of data logger . Ccr
cainly, in applications such as pilot planes where the end 
product of the operation is data, the logger i an econ-
mically justifiable de ice. Howe er the general re

sults of process installations seem to indicate that in 
operating units the data logger cannot be justified on 
the basis of economics, except in unusual cases. 

Why is this true? Basically, the benefits of th data 
logger in a proce unit are of a fringe nature. The 
logger does not appear in the control loop, icher di
rectly or through th human operator, except to the 
same extent that a conventional recorder w uld. The 
logger does not affect the unit throughput; it is an ad
junct co th already well instrumented c nuol room. 

The use of the data loggers has, however, been an 
important rep in the advent of control computers. 1h 
data loggers introduced data handling technique both 
analog and digital, to the field of proc c ncrol. Th 
economic cval uations of data loggers howed po sible 
uses for computing device which could affect thr ugh
put and impro e effici ncy, quality r yield. 
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mputer n xp r im nl l ntr ll r 

Th initial c n ept f r a c mpucer in th c nu l l p 
ch on-line calculati n of perarin guide . 

Op rating Guide Calculations 
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The cone pt of ''on-lin " alculation of opl!f'ating 
guide1 aJ 1hown in Figure 2 iJ baied on f>re1enting th 
econdar) t ariable1 to th op rator in real-time that i1, 

in time lo u1e 1he1e data lo change proceJJ operation to 
ref/ cl change1 in the 1econdary charac1eri11ic1. Acrual
ly, it is the secondary characceri tics that are controlled 
by holding the primary variables at fixed values. But 
since in the past, it was impossible to calculate the sec-

ndary variables in real-time, it was necessary co c n
tr 1 almost exclusively fr m the primary variables. 

Figure 2 shows the incorporati n of a smaJI digital 
computer in the c ntrol room. (Although digital tech
niques are indicated in this figure, the same concept 
applies equaJJy well to analog techniques. ) The com
puter iJ "on-line," that i1 input data enter the com
puter directly from the proceJJ or 1ource of data. Th 
process measurements are fed into the computer and 
the operator receives periodic data not only on the 
temperatures, pressures and flows but also on the heat 
balance , material balances, catalyst consumption rates, 
yields, and ocher operating guides. He utilizes rhis in
formation immediately in resetting che control points 
of the inscruments on the board. There is still the "off
line" feedback of scheduling information, but the oper
ating guides are now utilized in the supervisory contr I 
loop which is closed in real-time, through the operator. 

The advantages of on-line operating guide calcula
ti ns, it is h ped, will be improved yields, effi ien ie 
and product quality, through constant monitoring of the 
secondary variables. Time variations in the proc\;ss, such 
as heat exchanger fouling and catalyst activity changes, 
can be detected and compensated for by the operator. 
Yields can be maintained at a high level at all rime , 
rather than at an average level over a long period. 

---~ OPIRA~ IU.1 

Figure I. Flow 
di~r•mof • 
process USiftCJ 
c:onvention•I 
control instru
rnentmon •nd 
oper•tirtCJ 
guides througft 
•n "of'-line" 
gener•I purpose 
computer. 

Early On-Line Operating Guide Experiments 

The initial experiment in calculating operating guides 
n-line for a continuous process was performed early 

in 1956 by engineers from DuPont and Burroughs Cor
poration. In this experiment, a chemical process in the 
Electrochemical Department of DuPont at iagara FaJJs, 

.Y. was linked, via telephone line rran mission, to a 
general-purpose digital computer in Philadelphia, where 
calculations of the operating guides were made. Approx
imately ten primary measurements were cransmitted 
and the calculations were used to determine the yield, 
yield rate, production rare and material balances and 
losses for the proce . This was a temporary installation, 
designed ro determine experimentally whether or nor 
uch "on-line" operation was feasible from ch stand

point of process operation. It was the fir t rime, as far 
as is known, that a digital computer was operated in 
real-time with a chemical process. 

Shortly after, in August, 1956, a somewhat different 
application was handled in the same manner. In this 
case, a Bailey DAT AK logger was installed on a new 
boiler at the West Penn Power Company, near Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania. The logger measured the boiler 
variables during start-up of the plant. The daca was 
then transmitted by teletype to Babcock & Wilcox's 

ew York office where a Burroughs Dacarron computer 
was used to calculate boiler rest data. These data includ
ed such factors as boiler efficiency, gas cemperacures, 
hear absorptions and overall conductances. The daca 
were cransmicted back co the boiler sire within one hour. 
In less chan one month, 322 cescs runs were made. le was 
apparent that variations in the secondary variables could 
be detected with mea uring instruments of c mmercial 
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of a process using 
conventional control instrumentation, op
erating guides through a computer in real
time, plus additional instructions through 
an "off-line" computer. 

qualiry. Jn ddici n ch eliminaci n f a r
ging over Jong rim periods produced usef I 
h rt time daca. Here again th inscallaci n 

was a temporary ne. 

in rallati( r 
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bj uttlizing th Jam capital im stm nt in oth r 
wa)J, such as m1proi d proc 11 equipment.' 

The operating uide c n ept h c rrain y t m 
cures whi h are likely t in r irs chan f u 

Figure 3. Diagram of Southwestern Industrial Elec
tronics analog comput r installed on Humble frac
tionating tower to provide tower p rformance index 
readings. (See ISAJ, April '59, page 56.) 
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a digital 
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For example, since the computer operates in a supervis
ory manner, linked to the controllers throu~h the oper· 
aror, computer failure will nor muse plant shucdown. 
The process will be no worse off with computer shut-
1own than it is under normal operations today. 1 he 
judgement of the human operator will still be avail
able, supplemented with the data pro ided by th com
puter. Unusual situations will still be handled by the 
operator without special programs for the computer. 

Automatic Optimization 

In the concept of aurom:uic opum1zation, the com
puter is linked directly to the process controller set 
po:nts and repositions these sec points to automatically 
maintain optimum operation. Although the operator is 
still required to handle unusual situations which are 
outside the scope of the computer program, the com
puter operates in a closed-loop supervisory capacity 
most of the time. A dizgram of such a system is shown 
in Figure 4. 

The computer <:<: pts inputs concerning the process 
operation and also receives information on factors such 
as desired production rates. It continuously monitors the 
process to insure that all variables are held at the values 
which will result in optimum unit performance, in ac
cordance with predetermined criteria. The computer 
rakes into account the required production rates, the op
erating characteristics of the unit, the cost data for the 
unit and the time variations in operating characteristics. 

The output of the computer is linked to the set points 
of conventional analog controllers. These controllers 
then function in the normal m:inner, controlling indivi
dual loops at fixed values. The computer, however, has 
taken the place of the operator during normal plant 
operation. resetting control points as required. Some of 

the installations for " n-line" operating guide calcula
tions are capable of automatically positioning set poi~ts 
as soon as the necessary operating data and operating 
confidence are established. 

There are several problems in applying automatic op
timization. Since the computer must position the set 
p<)nts of the primary ariables based upon the secondary 
variables which it calculate , the relationships becween 
the primary and secondary variables muse somehow be 
established. Although this Jack of knowledge concerning 
process relationships was often cited as a major obstacle 
in the past, it is generally agreed by process engineers 
chat the necessary knowledge is available or can be de
termined. Many of the presently planned installations of 
"on-line" computers are de igned to yield data concern
ing the process relationships on which ro base optimiz
ing control in the future. 

The problems inherent in closed loop operation must 
be considered also. One difficulty seems from the fact 
chat many processes exhibit large time lags. Automatic 
optimization under these circumstances is difficuh if 
instability is ro be avoided. In addition, fast, accurate 
analytical instruments are required tO provide data on 
product quality and endpoint conditions. Primary ele
ments wiII have to be accurate enough to permit the 
computer to recognize and evaluate small changes. 

The links between the c ntrollers and the computer 
can be designed to "fail safe," so thar computer shut
down will merely lea e the process at the last set of 
operating conditions. The availability of the operator, 
to override during unusual conditions or computer 
maintenance time, makes this system feasible from the 
standpoint of the r liability of existing hardware. 

Optimization by Mathematical Model 

One approach t0 automatic optimization i to use the 
computer to solve the equations relating the measured 
variables to the secondary characteristics. This type of 
optimization is also known as predictive control. From 
the measured primary variables, the computer calculates 
the secondary characteristics or other control criteria. 
Then, it relates these factors in accordance with fixed 
mathematical expressions to determine the corrections 
for the controller settings. 

When the computer is used in this manner, the re
lationships of the process must be established clearly, 
and the process must be studied with care. 

Either an analog or a digital computer could be util
ized to mechanize such an approach. Since the process 
is controlled dynamically by the instruments the optimi
zation routine of the computer remains in the super
visory control loop and places no heavy time burden on 
rhe computer ·operation. This permits time-sh:iring the 
computer among several problems without need for 
high-speed computing. The various techniques of this 
method of optimization are described in detail in the 
article by Lefkowitz and Eckman, Case Institute, on 
page 74. 

One interesting aspect of the work at Case is the 
tudy of optimizing systems where rhe characteristics of 

che proces are nor known in derail. An attempt will h 
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Figure 5. Comparative diagrams for a process control system employing continuo1.1s 
analog signals and one employing a digita l controller using sampled data input. 

made to determine whether a digital computer can be 
self-checking in the sense that it will change the as
sumed mathematical relationships which define the pro
cess in order to force the mathematical model to agree 
with the actual proces . This is a very imporcam con
cept since it means that, if successful, optimizing control 
may be feasible where the system is coo complex for 
complete __9efinition or where some of the necessary 
measurements cannot be made industrially. The concept 
of a control system which changes its mathematical 
model or its conrrol parameters based on changes in the 
system being controlled is known as "adaptive control." 
Adaptive control techniques are being studied at length 
for possible military and industrial applications. 

There are several installations in addition to the 
SIE analog computer at H umble Oil which operate in 
chis automatic optimization mode. One installation is at 
Texas Co., in Pore Arthur where a Thompon-Ramo
Wooldridge RW-300 digital computer is used. The arti
cle on page 70 discusses two techniques for developing 
the mathematical model for such installations. 

Optimization by Direct Experimentation 

Another approach to the optimization problem is to 
use the computer as an automatic experimenter. The 
computer receives primary measuremenrs, calculates· 
secondary characteristics changes one or more primary 
variables to determine how the changes affect second
ary characteristics and conrinues chi procedure until 
optimum conditions were attained. 

Where more than two variables are invol ed in chis 
procedure of "bumping" the proces , choice of the 
computer is rescricced almost ·completely to the digital 
type, since the experimental procedures become com
plex, and must be varied according to the previous re
sults. However, as menrioned previously, the time con
stants of many processes are measured in hours. This 
can seriously impair the "bumping" technique, since th 
resulcs of a single perturbation may not be felt for long 
periods, during which rime uncontrolled variables may 
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affect the sy tern. Another difficulty is introduced in 
sy terns where large number of ariabl are imol eJ, 
making th experimentation extremely low. 

There are advantage to automatic experiment:icion. 
One of these i that the relation hip of the proc are 
n t required beforehand but emerg a a re ulc f th 
experimencari n. 

One mechanization of the aucomari experiment ci n 
approach is che We cingh use OPCO c ntroller. Thi 
device, which has been used in manufacturing operaci n 
ac Westinghouse and on the ptimization of a chem
ical pr ess at Dow hemical . will n in tailed 
on a fra cionacing tower at un Oil o. The computer 
i de cribed in the article on pa e 78. 

Sam.p iing in Diglta l Control loops 

Digital computer are being utilized for l loop 
supervisory control in inscallati ns being made now. In 
the fucure it is possible chat computer will rep! ce, in 

me cases the individual c ntrol instrum nt nd tak 
over the dynamic ncrol of the proce . 

me chemical pr esses being c n idered, uch as 
high speed flow reactors, will probably requik ex
tremely fast-re ponse conrroller , of a p ed unanam
able with present convenri nal instrument . The u of 
paralJel, high peed, digital technique may Her a lu 
tion co the e control pr blems. 

However, the effect of sampling which i mtroduceJ 
by a digital elemenr in a control loop i a fa tor whi h 
must be onsidered not only in dynamic cl d loop 
sy tems where the computer repla es th individu I on
trol instrumenrs but al in supervi ry c ntrol y tern 
where a computer periodically resets the control point . 

Referring to Figure 5, in a conrinuou control loop 
such as System A, the conrr Iler utpuc ari contm
uously based on the error signal ( the differ nee be
tween the measured ariable and the set point J. Ho\\ -
e er, where ampling i introduced. in y t m B. 
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the conrroller recei e inrermittenc information on th~ 
error. In Figure 6 the smooth error ignal which ap
pc:ll'S · a continuous controller is shown for a first or
der system subjected to a step change in the set poinc. 
Howe er, if a digital controller is placed in the loop, 
and a sampling and holding circuit such as an analog
co-digical converter is used to feed ch error igoal ro 
th omroUer, the error signal appear as a " caircase" 
as seen in the Figure 6. As far a the controller is con
cerned, th error is a series of steps and between sam
ples the error remain at a constant value. 

The effect of sampling depends of course, on the 
peed of sampling relative to che time constants of the 

controlled system. At extremely high sampling races, the 
effects of sampling will be negligible since the s:impled 
error will approximate very closely che continuous error 
curve. However, it is obvious char the higher che s:imp
ling speed the faster is che computer chat is required 
and the fewer the number of control loops among which 
the computer can be shared or multiplexed. 

Figure 7 shows the effect of reducing the sampling 
race in a control loop. Curve A shows the error signal 
in a first order system subjected to a seep change in sec 
point wich ontinuous control action. The controller in 
chis ase has only proportional control action; there is 
no reset ( integral control) or rate control (derivative 
control). 

urves B, C, and D show the response of rhe same 
yscem with a arnpled controller with the same pro

portional band setting, but with varying sampling rates. 
A the sampling rare is decrea ed, the system become 
increasingly unstable. 

(The curves in Figures 6 and 7 are the control re
ponses generated by an analog computer simulation 

of che sampled d ca digital controller and rhe continu
ous analog sysrem shown in Figure 5B. 

In addition to the effect of sampling of the input 
there are similar undesirable effects due to sampling ar 
the oucpur through the digital-co-analog converter 
and due to delays introduced by the fin ice time re
quired by che computer to carry out the necessary con
trol computations. 

In order to reduce the required sampling speeds 
without degrading the response of the system, ic is oec
e sary to utilize different forms of control in the digital 
controller than in the continuous controller. Forrun
arely, in supervisory comrol loops, the rime constants 
of the process are measured in minutes and hours and 
therefore, che sampling and computing speeds which 
are required in resetting control points for optimization 
are nor restrictive for digital computers. In control loops 
where conventional controllers are replaced by the com
puter, the computing speeds become economically un
feasible for most insrallarions unless sophisticated control 
computations are used. Where such control computations 
are used, however, the response of the sampled con
trol sy rem can often be impro"ed to a point not attain
able with continuous analog control. 

The studies which are being made today in sampled 
data control for both military and industrial applica
tions are designed ro solve the problems inherent in the 

digical control loop and obtain the advantages of sam
pled controllers. 

The Computer as an Experimental Control System 

Some of the more common concepts of process com
puter control have been outlined. However, these con
cepts, particularly as they relate co complex computing 
installations for proce s concrol, are not universally ac
cepted. 

One user in particular, the Sun Oil Co., questions the 
need for the complex, flexible, on-line computer in mosc 
applicarons. Sun Oil is at present engaged in a review 
of all its manufacturing operations, aimed at improving 
efficiency. Improved process control is just one phase 
of this endeavor; computers in process control are con
sidered as an even narrower subdivision of improved 
process control 

This philosophy has led to a three step approach at 
Sun Oil : 

1. Arrange to measure the significant process vari
ables. 

2. Find che mathematical expressions which define 
the best economic operating conditions for each 
process. 

3. Establish the means for maintaining these condi
tions. 

On-line computers would be required only in seep 
three, and then not in all cases. Sun Oil feels that in 
many cases, extremely simple mechanisms may be used 
to accomplish the best economic control although in 
some cases, elaborate computing schemes may be nec
essary. 

However Sun Oil feels chat in one area, the computer 
holds an important place. This is the use of small, trans
portable digital computers as experimental process con
trollers. Such a computer could be used to simulate a va
riety of process control systems. When the "best" kind 
of control has been determined, a permanent control sys
tem of this type would be inscalled and the flexible, ex
perimental computer used for other studies. 

Sun Oil has scarred a program based on this ap
proach. They plan on experimentally controlling a dis
tillation column with several different computer . The 
rower separates a mixture of normal butane and iso-

• butane with a charge rate of about 200 barrels per 
hour. The cower is a full size refinery unit in commer
cial service but equipped with special measurement and 
control facilities. The feed, overhead and bottoms are 
equipped with gas chromatographs - two designed 
by Sun Oil, one by Perkin-Elmer. Other special meas
uring devices, designed by Sun Oil, are also installed on 
che cower. In i1:ddicion, temperatures and compositions 
can be measuerd on alternate crays and feed composi
tion can be varied. 

Initially, chis tower will be run under a variety of 
conditions to determine the static and dynamic charac
teristics. This will involve the collection and analysis of 
considerable data. 

Next, Sun Oil plans to use a litton-80 Digital Differ
ential Analyzer as a control computer. Special input-
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Figure 6. Oscilloscope view of a simulated con
trol system error signal. The smooth curve is the 
error signal with a continuous analog controller. 
Th "staircase" lines are error signals when using 
a sampled data system and digital controller. As 
far as the controller is C"ncerned, the error is a 
series of steps and betw .. ctn samples the error re
mains at a constant value. 

output equipment will link the DOA computer co the 
process and ro the set points of th c nuollers on the 
tower. 

A third series of experiments will employ a Westing
house OPCON Optimizing Conuol Computer specially 
assembled for this purpose. OPCO will experimentally 
manipulate conuol vah es to produce the most economic 
operation. From these experiments un Oil hopes to 
evolve a better conuol sy tern for its particular to er 
and others like it. 

Although the overall con epcs of the un Oil philo
sophy do not conflict with the basic conceptS discussed 
previously, the important difference lies in the idea 
that the computer will be used primarily for experi.men
latio .•. Once the "optimum" conuol system is deter
mined, the computers will be replaced with the simplest 
possible mechanization required to do the job. If operat
ing guides are required, for example, a rather ele
mentary type of computer might be used for the spe
cific computation needed. Automatic optimizing would 
be done by special purpose unitS arranged for th spe
cific logic required for the particular installations. 

Another study program is also being undertaken by 
Sun Oil Co., in cooperation ith Genesys Corp. The 
philosophy of the Genesys computer conuol system em
braces the concept of a flexible computer for experi
mental purposes which can then be replaced by a less 
costly fixed-program computer co mechanize the func
tions found necessary during the experimental phase. 
The flexible computer can then be urilized in the tudy 
f other processes. 
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Figure 7. Oscilloscope view of a simulated control 
system error signa l in response to decreasing samp
ling rates. Curve A shows error signal with con
t inuous ana log controller (proportional response) 
with step change in set point. Curv s B, C & 0 
show increased instability of same system with a 
sampled data controller (same settings) as samp
lin, rate is decreased. 

Th joint Genesys-Sun Oil program ill cover th 
study of th performance of a catalytic cracking unit ac 
un. Based on the results of cudies of the unit's per

f rman e, with heavy relian e on ueam nalyur for 
ch inve tigation, it is hoped co ev Ive pecificati ns for 
a uitable computer c nuol s cem. 
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Available Computers 

and What They Do 

THE MO~T I IFICANT HANGE in che catus 
of proces computer onrrol during the lase I month 
i che increase in commer ially available hardware. Con
cepcs have noc changed much. Bue for che fir c cime 
chere are several control computers available, and many 
manufacturers are on che verge of announcing new 
equipment. Ac present chere are chree general classes 
of computer available : 

By Arthur Freilich (/SA Member) 

Burroughs Corp., Research. Center, Paoli Penn ylvania 

( l ) Ge era! Purpose Logic Digital ( G.P.) 

( 2) Analog Computers 

( 3 ) Incremencal Digical Computers 

In chis section we will discuss each of these com
puters - how chey operate, what they do, and equip
ment available. 

GENERAL PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

Through common usage, che cerm "general purpose" or 
G.P. Digital Compucer has become che generic name 
for a class of computers which operates on che prin
ciple of integral transfer; chac is, digital data is pro
cessed through che computer based upon che entire nu
merical value of che quantity. This distinguishes che 
general purpose computer from che incremental trans
fer computer. The digital differential analyzer is an ex
ample of an incremental machine. The general purpo e 
computer is defined in cerms of ics internal logic rather 
than ics general applicability. Because of ics flexibility 
and ability to perform logical functions, che general 
purpose digital computer is extremely valuable in a 
control system. Ics logic permits ic to perform all arith
metic functions such as addition subcraccion, multipli
cation, and division. le can compare quancicies, make 
logical decisions based on results of comparisons, ary 
its sequence of operation as a result of its own deci
sions and detect ics own failures plus chose of com
ponents in the system. The G.P. digital computer can 
perform many ocher functions and operations such as 
shifting numbers co right or left and excracting spe
cific digits from a number. 

The gener.i.I purpose digital computer is more accur
ate and more flexible than analog computers hue re
quires a larger oud y of initial capital since ic is not 
modular in construction as far as computational abil
ity is concrned. Therefore, the analog computer holds 
an advantage in the smaller installation; che general
purpose digital machine is more powerful and more 
economical in larger systems. 

In terms of speed, che general-purpose digital com
puter is relatively slow, with a frequency response of 
less than 5 to 10 cycles per second for mosc serial 
computers. However, since ic operates on the entire nu
merical value and can have a completely different 
program for different inputs, the general-purpose 
digital computer is well-suited co multiplexed systems 
where the computer is time-shared among many varied 
inputs. Present investigations into sophisticated routines 
for control may increase the frequency response of G.P. 
digital computers by a considerable factor. 

Figure l is a block diagram of the basic elements 
in a general-purpose digital computer showing the flow 
of information. Figure 2 is a more detailed block dia
gram showing major components and their functions. 
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------FUNCTIONS OF A CENERAL PURPOSE DICITAL COMPUTER-----

Fipre 1. Information flow. 

(1) Input. Supplies data in digital 
form to the computer. Typical inputs 
are keyboard, magnetic tape reader, 
paper tape reader, analog-to-digital 
converter, switches. 

(!) Memory. Storage place within 
machine. Stored data includes prob
lem to be solved, inputs for problem, 
constants and other values for prob
lem, program, intermediate results, 

. and final results. Memory is buf
fer between high-speed computer 
and slow input-output units; syn
chronizes operations, and permits 
better computer utilization. Magnetic 
drum, magnetic cores, or magnetic 
disc used as memory. Data stored as 
words (consisting of digits) in spe
cific location, defined as address. 
Drum rotates with magnetic tracks 
under stationary read and record 
heads. Revolution time is known as 
access time, usually runs 8 millisec-

Fipre 2. Functional diarram. 

( 1) Input Switehinr Unit. Analog 
signals from primary elements and 
transducers are coverted into com
patible electrical signals before be
ing switched into the system. 
Switching unit is a multiplexing de
vice which selectively connects any 
one input to the analog-to-digital 
converter. Selection is under control 
of the computer; need not be se
quential but can be random, permit
ting sampling of critical inputs at 
more frequent intervals or varying 
the input program during unusual 
conditions. 

<Z> Analor To Di&ital Converters. 
Selected analog inputs converted in
to digital codes and entered into the 
computer, generally through a buf
fering section in the computer. 

(3) Dirital Input Selection. Digital 
inputs can originate from digital 
transducers, manually set switches 
or AID converters on individual an
alog channels. Any of the digital in
puts can be read when required by 
the program. 

(4) Dirital Clock. Provides time-of
day readings in digital form as a 
real-time reference for the computer. 

(5) Control Panel. The means for 
manually controlling the computer 
and manually feeding input data. 

(6) G.P. Dirital Computer. The prin
cipal functions of the computer are: 
(a) Alarm detection for critical 
trends and references generated by 
the computer based on changing pro
cess conditions. (b) Operating com
putations on process inputs to cal-
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onds, and can represent an apprecia
ble factor in computation time. Cir
culating registers provide faster ac
cess time. Drum memories inexpen
sive compared to core memories. Disc 
memories similar to drum except da
ta stored on flat magnetic di c. Core 
consists of matrix; for writing the 
core is driven to desired state of 
magnetism; for reading this magne
tism is sensed. Data addressed by 
wires representing x, y and z co
ordinates in the matrix. Core access 
time is millionths of a second. 
(3) Arithmetic Unit. Performs addi
tion, subtraction, logical functions, 
and others in succession on digits 
(serial machine) or simultaneously 
on all digits in a word (parallel 
machine). Operations necessitate 
numbers be read into unit, stored, 
read out to other parts of computer, 
and manipulated such as shift right 
or left. 

culate operating guide information 
and determine the secondary charac
teristics in real-time. (c) Analysis of 
process operation and dynamics, and 
updating of the mathematical model 
of the process. Computer can also 
perform correlation studies to deter
mine effects of variables on proce 
behavior. (d) The computer calcu
lates the desired set points for the 
process controllers, based on input 
data and equations in memory. 

(7) Pro&Tam Input. This is the means 
for loading the computer program 
into the machine and for making 
changes in the program. Input us
ually consists of typewriter for pre
paring the program on punched tape 
and a tape reader for introducing 
data into the computer. 

ANALOG 

IC- 1-.oe .. PUTS 
FROM OlefTIL 
PROCESS cawrJn'EJt 

2 

OIGfTAI.. IMITa&. 
INPUTS ll"UT 

KLICTIOll 

3 

4 

OUTPU'f 

(4) Output. Path for data out of 
computer. Common output uni ar :
typewriters, printer , digital-to-an
alog converter , digital di play , 
magnetic tape and punched tap . 
(5) Control. Synchronizes all opera
tions in computer. Sequenc perform
ed according to serie of instruction 
(program) tored in memory by pro
gramer. Control unit interprets in
structions, control input and output 
units, tran fer of data, and all cal
culation . Mo t general purpo 
computer stor program internally 
in memory unit, permitting comput
er to modify the program is required 
and elf-check it elf and all input . 

(8) larm Annunciator and Printout. 
Data can be di played on conven
tional annunciators and also record
ed digitally on typewriter or tape 
printer , under computer control. 
(9) Logring D vie . Digital output 
devices for recording proce oper
a ting data, re ults of proc analy
sis, and operator in tructions ener
ated by the computer; operate un
der control of the computer. 
(10) Digital to nalog Converter. 
Since most pre ent controller t 
point mechani ms accept analog sig
nals, the computer digital output i 
converted to analog form. 
(11) Output witching. Analog set 
points are ent to controller by 
means of thi unit under control of 
the computer. 
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REM> IN 
INPUT II 

DOES II EXCEED ~-...1.1.a..------. 
LIMIT? 

CONTINUE: PROGRAM 

Figure 3. 

Operation of a G.P. Digital Computer 
Perhaps one of the best ways to illustrate the opera

tion of a general purpose digital computer is to explain 
programing of a simple calculation such as : 

( I ) Read in the value of pressure input 18 and score 

( 2 ) Scale the pressure signal. 

( 3) Determine whether the pressure exceeds a pre
determined safe limit. If it does print out the 
data, then read in input 19. If 18 does not exceed 
safe limit, read in input 19 immediately. 

A block diagram ( Figure 3), known as a flow diagram, 
is a graphical statement for this calculation. It illus
trates immediately a very important feature of the com
puter : the ability to change its program depending on 
the results of logical decisions which it makes. In this 
case the computer takes one of two alternate paths de
pending upon whether or not 18 exceeds the safe limit. 

le is the job of the programer to translate the flow 
diagram into computer language, or a sequence of 
steps in wh}ch each step consists of a single instruction 
for the computer. 

For the instruction ADD, it is necessary to tell the 
computer what numbers to add, where co gee the num
bers and what to do with the results. Some of this logic 
is built into the computer, and some is dependent on 
the program. In a typical computer, the ADD instruc
tion may sequence the computer through the following 
sub-seeps: ( 1) obtain one number from a location in 
memory specified in the instruction. ( 2 ) add this num
ber co the number already in che accumub.cor. ( 3) put 
che result of the addition in che accumulator. The pro
gramer must insure that one of the two add numbers is 
already in the accumulator prior to chis instruction. 
He then specifies the memory location for the second 
number. The result of the addition is in the accumu
lator ac che end of this program step and the programer 
muse then cake chis into account in writing the next 
step of his program 

Various types of instructions are used. The simplest 
type is the 1ingle addreu instruction where the pro-

gramer specifies the function to be performed and a 
single memory address. Each function (ADD, DIVIDE, 
SHIFT LEFT, COMP ARE, ETC. ) is assigned a numer
ical designation which the control section of the com
puter interprets prior to sequencing che computer 
through the required steps. A counter in the control 
units keeps crack of the instructions and supplies the 
computer with the address of the next instruction. The 
instruction are taken in numerical sequence, based on 
the address of the instruction, with the counter furnish
ing the address of the next instruction. 

In a double addreu machine, the instruction gener
ally specifies the operation, the location in memory of 
che data to be operated upon, and the location of the 
next instruction. This pucicular double address instruc
tion format is know as ( 1+1 ) and permits locating 
the next instruction on a drum or disc memory so that 
access or waiting time between instructions is reduced 
to a minimum ( optimum coding or minimum access 
program ). 

Instructions stored in the computer must conform co 
the format of digital data. Normally, a G.P. computer 
has a fixed word length, i.e. each stored information 
unit consists of a fixed number of digits. Assume a 
word length of 10 decimal digits, then it would be 
possible to score, in one memory location, a 9 digit 
number plus the sign of the number ( + or - ) . 

The same 10 digits when containing an instruction, 
could have the following format : 

'---r---/ 
FUNCTION NOT USED ADDRESS A ASSOCIATED 

WITH FUNCTION 

Such a format would permit specifying any one of 
100 instructions, designated as 00 to 99, and any one of 
10,000 memory locations or addresses, ranging from 
0000 to 9999. 

Let us assume a single address machine with the in
structions shown in Table 1. These instructions are a 
very small pare of the repertoire of instructions nor
mally used in a computer. Note that the address portion 
A of che instruction has various meanings depending 
upon the instruction involved. 

How would we write the program to carry ouc the 
calculation in Figure 3? The first step is to read in 
input 18 by placing, as our first instruction, che input 
command: 32 0000 0018. This command is che first 
memory instruction, and . scored in location 0000. The 
desired input ( 18 ) is now in the accumulator. 

We now wish co scale this value by mems of the 
equation: y=ax+b where x is the value of che input 
now in the accumulator and a and b are constants 
which we will assume are stored in addresses 4098 
and 6792 respectively. If we now give, as our second 
instruction, stored in location 0001, che following MULT 
:ommand: 24 0000 4098 we will perform the multipli
cation ax, and leave this result in the accumulator. 
Next, we add b to ax by the ADD instruction : 
20 0000 6792, and the value of the accumulator is now 
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ax + b or, in other words, y, the desired scaled value 
of input 18. ' 

If we look at Figure 3, we can sec that we may need 
this scaled value lacer for print-out purposes, so let us 
score it in memory location 2235 by using the STORE 
instruction: JO 0000 2235. We have now compiled the 
following program: 

LoutiOll of 
Code h11tr11di011 WOJd l•strlldiOll 

INPUT 32 0000 0011 0000 
MUL T 24 0000 409I 0001 
ADD 20 0000 6792 0002 
STOil 10 0000 2235 OOOJ 

It is now necessary co determine whether the scaled 
value of input 18 exceeds a predetermined limit, which 
we will assume is stored in memory location 1259. 
(This limit could be insened by the operacor thru a 
keyboard, and scored in the memory location until it 
is replaced by another value manually insened 
through the keyboard.) 

The scaled value of 18 is in the accumulator, as well 
:is in memory location 2235. If we subtract the scored 
limit in location 1259 from the value in the accumu
hcor, the result will be negative if input 18 does not 
exceed the limit; the result will be zero if the two 
values are equal. If, however, the input exceeds the 
limit, the result will be positive. Therefore, our next 
instruction, in location 0004, should be the SUB com
nand: 22 0000 1259, which subtracts the limit stored 
in 1259 from the scaled value of input 18. 

Next, we wish to determine the sign of the result 
in the accumulator, and depending on the sign, pro
ceed through one of two program branches. To do this 
we use the conditional craosf er command ( COND) . If 
the result is positive, the limit was exceeded and we 
must print out the value of input 18. The COND com· 
mand would be stored in location 0005 as: 42 0000 xxxx. 
assuming that we do not, for the moment, specify the 
location of the instruction to be transferred to if 18 is 
not positive. 

If no transfer occurs we must print. Therefore, the 
next instruction in se:iuence would be in location 0006 
and should prepare us for printing. Assume that the 
desired printer is selected by an address of 0004. How
ever, the OUTPUT command princs the contents of 
the accumulator. Therefore, we must obtain the scaled 
value of 18 from memory location 2235 and put it in 
the accwnulator. This is done with a READ command 
stored in location 0006: 36 0000 2235. We can now 
print input 18 by using, in memory location 0007, the 
OUTPUf instruction: 58 00 XJ 0004. 

The next instruction is then co read in input 19 and 
store in location 0008, so that we now use this loca
tion as the A address portion of the COND instruction 
previously written for srorage in 0005. The INPUT in
struction in 0008 becomes: 32 0009 0019. The complete 
diagram is now: 

Code 

INPUT 
M• I 
ADD 
STORE 
SUI 
COND 
READ 
OUTPUT 
INPUT 

lnstr11dio11 Word 

J2 0000 0011 
24 0000 4091 
20 0000 6792 
10 0000 2235 
22 0000 1259 
42 0000 oooa 
36 0000 2235 
51 0000 0004 
32 0000 0019 
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Loc•tion of Instruction 

0000 
0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
oooa 

.~~--~~~~TABLE I 

Code 
Dui1na
tion 

STORE 

ADD 

SUI 

MULT 

INPUT 

READ 

CONO 

TRANSFER 

OUTPUT 

Numeric•! 
Desi111•
tion 

10 

20 

22 

24 

32 

36 

42 

51 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Des:ription of 
Fun:tion Perfor111ed 

Store the number in the accumul•tor in 
memory loc•tion A leni111 it •lso in the 
•ccumul•tor. 

Add the number in the •ccumul•tor to 

:::ven~:S~~ 1~ .";~::',!~T.t':_•tion A •nd 

Subtr•ct the number in me-ry location 
A from the n:imber in the •ccumul•tor 

Multiply the number in the •ccumul•tor 
by the number in memory loc•tion A 
•nd lene the result 1n the •ccumulator. 

Set up input unit to select inout identi 
fied by •ddress portion A of instruction, 
h ne input converted to di1it•I form by 
A D converter •nd read di1it•I v•luo 
into •ccumul•tor. 

Cle•r the •ccumul•tor •nd pl•ce 111 it 
lhe number in memory lo:•tion A. 

If the number in the •ecumul•tor is f - I 
or zero, do not perform the next in 
struction in sequence but transfer to the 
instruction in memo:v loc•tion A. •nd 
P'Oceed in sequence from there. If the 
number in accumulator is I · I take 
next instruction in sequen:e. fCondi
tion•I transfer I 

Do not perform the instruction which is 
next in sequence but tr•nsfer to the 
i11str11ctio11 in memory location A •nd 
ptoceed i• sequence from there. I Un 
condition•I transfer I . 

Rud out tlle number in the accumulator 
on the Ot1tp11t device ..,ecificed b y 1 

This program could now be loaded into the computer, 
along with the necessary constants, either through a 
keybo3rd or tape re1der and the computer could pro
ceed tOt carry out the calculation. 

This is a very primitive decision in varying the pro
gram. The same principles are used in making c m
plex decisions or in m1king m1jor changes in program 
internally with the computer. 

Comparison of General Purpose Digital Computers 

Table II is a comparison of nine digital c mputers 
and computing system which are presently commer
cially available for on-line computing and control ap
plications. All these computers are of the general pur
pose digital type with the excepti n of che Genesy 
machine which is a hybrid computer < G.P. logic and 
incremental logic comb!ned ) . All of rhe machines are of 
the internally cored program type except the Ferranti 
ARGUS computer which uses pegboards for the t r
age of program seep and conscancs. (Only limited 
data is available at present on the Ferranti ARGU . ) 

In addition to the nine computers in Table 11, there 
are at least two other general purpose digital computers 
being developed for process control : 

I ) A computing system is being de eloped jo!ncly 
by Leeds & orthrup Co. and Philco Corporation. . 

2 ) Minneapolis-Honeywell, through the Indu mal 
Products Group and the Daramatic Divi ion, i devel-
oping the D-290 omputer for pr e omrol. Th 
first unit i heduled for in tallati n at Philadelph j,, 
Eleccric Company in 1960. · 

There are several point of mpari n in Table JI 
whi h should be clarifi 1. alth ugh m t caccgorie arc 
self-e idem. 
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TABLE II 
Genesys Corp. 

Thompson- Ramo
Wooldridge Prod., 

Inc . General Elec. Co. 
Phoenix , Arizona 

G.P.E. Controls 
Chicago, Illinois D~:s~~~~ . s~!Wf~s Panelli t, Inc . Los Angeles, Calif. Autonet ics Bend ix Corp. I t'e rranti Electric , 

Inc . 
Manufacturer Los Angeles, Calif . Skokie, Illinoi s (111 Downey, Cal if . Los Ange les, Ca lif. Hempstead, N. Y. 

Computer RW -300 GE - 312 libratrol- 500 
Complete Daystrom 
Computer System Panellit 609 ARGUS Un~:o~~:~ry -'- RECOMP II G- 15 

==========,========:..:======================:==================='---=--==:===-~~-==-====--====-~~===----===-~-=====-====-~-~-=-======-'=====• 
Internal Number Base Binary 

- ri I 

Binary 

S ria l 

Bina ry 

rial 

Binary 

Serial 

Binary 

Serial 

Binary Bina ry B1 ary 

Operating Mode 

Bulk Memory Type 
Bulk Memory Capacity 

Minimum 

Maximum 

Drum Drum 

-.9 2.04 

... ,936 16,3 4 

Drum 

4,096 

,096 

Ma ne t ic Cor 

1.024 

16.3 

Ma n 1c Cor 

.096 (7) 

4,096 {7) 

~ r · i!I in G P mod 
Para II '1 1n inc r 

m n t;rl 
MJ net1c Disc 

10,000 

0,000 

Word. len,th 1- b1 s + s1 n 20 bi ts+ si 1') bits 4 s 
~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

logic Diode Transis tor Hybrid lo 1c 
A: tive Components 

Cores ( in logic) 

ncuum tubes 

transistors 

diodes 

Instruction Type 

Words / Instruction 
No. of Different Inst . 

Normal 

Maximum 

Clock Frequency 

Add Time w/ o access 

Mult. Time wl o access 

T:me to Perform 
Cale. in Fi1. 4 

Max . Input Swltchin1 
Speed 

A / D Co11verslo11 
Input Ran1e 

DI A Conversion 
Output Range 

Time to Perform 
Cale. i11 Fl1. 4a 

Weight 

Size 

Power Requirement 

Price 

one 

13 

appro . S 0 

ap::iro . 4,000 

Doub le addr ss 
11+ 11 

Two 

20 

> 34 

153 6 Kc . 

O.i8 ms. 

2.99 ms. 

2 ms. ( 1 I 

3 ~ O p t ./sec. 
1.COO pt s I ~c . 

, yp1cal l 

C- 10 23 121 

0-lS V or 
0 -5 ma. 

12 ms. ( 161 

None 

None 

a;ipro 1,600 

approx 2.000 

Sing l or doub l 
addres 11 1 ) 

> 60 

very h igh 

2SO Kc . 

0 096 ms 

0 29 to 2 02 ms. 

30 ms ( 1 l ( 17 J 

00 pt s. / sec . 

0 - 10 mv. 

0 -20 v. 

63 ms 13 1 

00 lbs . 3,000 lbs. 

3 • 56" 29" 16" 10 • 24" 

500 . 120V, 60 cy. 4KW, 120V, 60 cy. 

$9 ,000 wi th 
basic input - ou tput . 

Varies depending 
on application. 

None 

171 

appro 250 ( 

1, 50 

Sing le addr ss 

One 

16 

136 Kc. 

0 2S ms 

15.0 ms. 

900 ms. t5 l 

200 pt s. / sec 

0- IOV std. 

9 15 ms. 151 

1,000 lbs. 

3 )( 42" 60" 
15COW. 11 7V. 

60 cy. 

:i>o),IJ()J with A / 0 
inpu t & output 

log te. 

Non 

None 

.:ppro 1,800 

a'.lpro 5,000 

Sin le addr ss 

One 

SO Kc . 

0 .44 ms. 

9 .24 ms. 

7S ms. 

2 4 p ts./sec. 

0 -50 mv. 

as required 

79.2 ms. 161 

2,000 lbs. 

std. racks 

less than 2KW. 

NOTES 

00 

None 

2.400 

1.000 

5. n le address 

On 

I 7 c. 

0 720 ms ( 

2 80 ms. t8l 

1.7 ms. 

350 nts / sec. 19 1 
5- 10 pts./sec . ( 101 

0-60 mv. 

as requi r d 

3~7 fT' s . t l 9 1 

2 cabinet s 

66" x S6" x 16" 

1 KVA. 

$I 2S.OOO for com 
p! te cont rol sys. 

l 'j7 to 3SO 

S1 I addr SS ( 12 l 

One 

20 

Up to SOO 

SO to SOO c. 

50 m . ( 1 

300 pt I c. 

0 -8V. 

' r qui r d 

200 lbs . 

d sk siz 

'jO wa tt s 

Vari depending 
on app lica tion. 

( 1 l Time shJwn is based on use of optimum codin9. Computer routines 
are avai lable to automatica lly code pr09rams for min imum accHs. 

2 ) Complete input system incl uding amplifiers, filters, electron ic switch
es, etc . can handle input rangH as low as 0-10 mv., floating input 
for thermocouplH . 

( bl AssumH :ZO ms . stabiliat lon t ime, concurrent with computation. 
( 7l Magnet ic film back-up storage availab le as requ ired . 

(14) 

(15) 

( 3) AssumH settl ing t ime of 20 ms . for low level different ial ampl if ier 
and a 5 ms . settling t ime for the scanner. 

( 4 ) This figure includH trans istor ized AI D and DI A conversion un its. 
( 51 Based on accuracy of nine decimal dig its in square root calculat ion. 

Faster on special order. 

( 8 ) lncludH random ICCHS t ime. 
I 'I) Clean, high- leY~I sl9na ls . 
<10 1 ProcHs .si9nals, low-level with noise. 
(11) The Genesys machine Is a hybrid computer, combining the l09 ic of 

the G. P. computer and the Incremental computer . 
I ' 2 l IY11 r.>program1n9 ava11able. 
(13) In hybrid mode. Calculat ion time is 150 ms . in G. P. mode. 

()6) 

(17 

(18) 
(19) 

~crial 

None 

Sin I addr ss 

49 

151 Kc. 

0 .S4 ms. 

10 8 ms 

Drum 

2, 176 

2. 17 

b ts + 1 n 

Diode 

on 

I) 

On 

1300 W / micro
coding 

100 c 

0 27 m 

15 12 ms 

9 ms -,- 2 1 ms 

Can be tiE:'d to 

;~1:r;i~')r:, 
inpu t and DIA 

output systems. 

1 OS ms. ( typical l 

197 lbs (computer 
only ) 

23" 21· x 16.S" 
SOOW. I 15V, 
60 cy. ( 14 ) 

$86,000 for 
computer only. 

Can be tied to 

;~:::t::~r;i~)'b 
input and D/ A 

ou tput systems. 

Varies for 
applicat ion. 

800 I s. 

6Cr 27· x 32" 
3 S KW. 11.0V, 

60 cy. 

$49,SOO for (I ) 
computer only. 

Cores I 151 

( ISi 

25 11 51 

s;ngle address 

One 

AI D inout and 
DI A output 
conversion 

~Quipment are 
included in system. 

4 • )( 4 • 24" 

lncludH power for paper-tape reader, paper-ta,e punch typewr iter 
and console. 
Core stora11e Is for data only. Pr09l'am steps and constants are 
stored on pe9boards 1128 constants and up to 4,0% pr09ram steps. l 
Input swllclll119 and ~sion system Is lndependtnl of lht arllh· 
lllfllc COlllPllltr which has Immediate acctss lo lllCKl recent data. 
Based on square root calculaticn accuracy of 10 bits; for l 'I bit 
square root1119 accuracy, time is 34 ms. 
Sl,485 per month tease Including maintenance. 
Doet not Include settll119 time. 



(I ) Word length. The size of the word in the com
puter and memory is not too critical since all ma
chines provide between 9 and 39 binary bits, equiva
lent to a precision of 1 part in 500 to approximately 1 
part in 10u. In addition, most of the machines can 
operate with either single or double precision arith
metic, so that even g.reater accuracy is available. 

(2) N#mber of different instructions. The normal 
number of insrructions shown is the number which 
are available as standard in the machine. The maxi
mum number represents the largest number of instruc
tions which the logic of the machine can handle in 
terms of available digits in the instruction code, etc. 
In some machines, computer operations on a level of 
detail lower than a normal instruction are available 
co the programer co permit so-called microprogram
ing or microcoding in which the programer consrruccs 
his own instructions from detailed steps. 

(3) Time to perform calculation in Figure 4. The 
calculation shown in Figure 4 was programed by the 
manufacturers of eight of the computers in the table. 
The results are listed to indicate relative computational 
speeds of the machines. Note that no input switching, 
analog-to-digital conversion or readout times are in
cluded in this calculation. It is primarily a means of 
comparing arithmetic speeds. The sample problem in
volves memory access, add times, multiply times, etc. 
It represents typical calculations encountered in scal
ing an input, comparing ic to high and low limits for 
determining abnormal conditions, calculating a flow 
from a differential pressure reading and calculating an 
operating guide involving several variables. 

Where fast access memories such as circulating reg
isters are available in a drum or disc computer, the 
calculation time is based on use of the fast access mem
ory. Drum computers which feature optimum coding 
ist calculation time with optimum coded program. 

( 4) Input switching speed and A I D conversion input 
range. Various input switching speeds and A D con
version ranges are shown in Table II. The maximum 
input switching speeds shown are not necessarily at
tainable with typical low-level process inputs ( 0 - 10 
mv.) with pick-up and noise problems. In many cases, an 
individual amplifier on each low level input (or an 
amplifier shared among a few inputs) would be re
quired along with a filter for each input in order co 
attain the switching speeds shown as maximum. In 
most process applications at present, such switching 
speeds result in less costly input systems. In all cases, 
amplifiers can be used on low level inputs to make 
them compatible with the A; D convener input range. 

In the case of the RECOMP II and G-15, these com
puters are not normally furnished with integral A D 
and D/ A input-output converters but are generally tied 
to commercially available A/D and D/ A systems. 

(5) Time to perform calculation in Figure 4a. The 
calculation previously shown in Figure 4 is used, with 
che added requirement that the computer select an in
put, convert it from analog form to digital form and 
read it into the computer prior co computation. 
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SAMPLE CALCULATION (1) 

(1) READ IN NEW INPUT X (exclu ive of input 
switching time or A/D conversion) 

(2) CALCULATE AX + B = Y 

(3) COMPARE Y TO C TO INSURE THAT 
Y<C 

(4) COMPARE Y TO D TO INSURE THAT 
Y>D 

(5) CALCULATE Z = ~ E Y 

[ZF - G] K 
(6) CALCULATE J =-H~ 

(7) STORE J IN BULK MEMORY (u e average 
access time l 

(8) STORE Z IN BULK MEMORY (u e average 
access time 

Figure 4. A typical problem used to compare digital 
computer computational speeds. 

SAMPLE CACULATION (2) 

Same as above except: 

( 1) Assume input X must be selected by com
puter, switched into A/D converter and read 
into computer from converter. 

Figure 4a. A second problem with selection, conver
sion and switching time in addition to computation. 

Because of variations in the methods f handling 
input signals, the calculation rimes for Figure 4a should 
be used only as a general guide. Exact input peeds 
will generally d pend on che type of input signal, the 
input equipment used in che particular in callation and 
rhe requirements of the application. 

( 6) Price. Since all computer control system ar 
cailored co the application, che prices shown ar nly 
general figures. In some cases prices are for basic sy -
rems with a minimum of analo input- ucpuc equip
ment. In ocher cases, typical c mplete proce c m
pucer systems are included in ch price. In che c of 
the RECOMP II and the G-15, the prices shown cover 
only the computer. In considering pricing for com
puter control syscem, one should also bear in mind the 
cosr of transducers, measuring devices and control I -
ments which might not ocherwi be required in th 
inscallacion. Such additional co c , plus engineering and 
syscems analysis co cs, can easily equal the co t of the 
computer system itself. 

Availab e General Purpose Digital Computers 

More than 30 computer manufa curer were conr red 
for information. Thi Ji ting in Jude rh se ompanie 
replying with data on general purpo digital computer 
which are within the scope of chi report. 

Autonetics RECOMP II. This i a general purpo 
digital computer, all cransi corized, sing! addre s di 
memory machine. le has floating point arichmeci and 
aucomacic decimal conver i n. It is d igned primarily 
for engineering and iencitic alculaci n '. However, 
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with appropriate input-output units, it can be used for 
process control instal1ations. It has 4,080 word storage 
capacity, each word containing 39 bits plus sign. 

Bendix G-15. A general purpose digital computer 
with drum memory, modified double address for opti
mum coding and microcoding which _permits programer 
to construct own commands. A 16 .word fast access mem
ory is provided on the drutn. The G-15 is a commercial 
computer, widely used for engineering, business, and 
scientific data processing. It has also been used in a 
wide variety of on-line applications including wind tun
nels, navigation, tracking, and processing planes. This 
computer does not include A/D and D/ A input-ourpuc 
units, but most such commercial units may be used 
under control of the computer for complete on-line 
computing system. Beckman Systems is now using a 
G-15 with their equipment for a computer control 
package. 

Daystrom Computer. The computer is the heart of 
the Daystrom Operational Information System. It is a 
so!id s~ate digital sys.tern t<is~g magnetic core memory 
wtth smgle address mscrua1ons. Although a relatively 
slow dock speed ( 50 kc) is used, the random access 
core memory permits relatively fast computation speeds 
witho~t need for optimum programing. The Daystrom 
-'.110 mi;.ut system normally integrates each s:unpled 
mput for 100 ms. so as to obtain a high noise rejection 
rate without use of filters. Where practical to filter each 
input or no noise is present, input sampling can be made 
at 284 points per second. Specifically designed for proc
ess monitoring and control. 

. Ferranti Argu.r. The Ferranti Argus is a traruistor-
1zed process control computer manufaaured in Eng
land and marketed in the U.S. by Ferranti Elearic in 
Hempstead, N.Y. It is unique among computers avail
able in that it does not have an internal stored pro
gram. A 256 word core memory is provided for stor
~ge, but program steps and constants are manualJy stored 
m pegboards, contained in trays in the computer. In 
this manner 512 program steps and 128 constants can 
be stored in the computer. A unit is available to ex
pand this to 4096 steps. Input A I D and output D A 
conversion equipment is an integral part of the Argus 
system. The computer is designed for closed-loop 
control. 

General Electric GE-13. An all solid-state digital 
computer using magnetic drum storage for both data 
and program. Specifically designed for process moni
toring and control. Available in housed upright air 
conditioned cabinet. Uses removable printed circuit 
cards. Instructions can be either single address or dou
ble address ( l + l) for optimum coding. Computer it
self can be used to code program for minimum ac
cess. In addition, routines are available for simulating 
the 312 on an IBM 704 to assist in programing. An 
optional f earure is circulating registers on the drum to 
provide 4 to 16 words of fast access memory. Includes 
A 1D and D A conversion units and input-output 

switching. The application determines scanning and 
input-output requirements. 

GPE Control.I Libratral 500. Manufactured by Lib
rascope and marketed by GPE Controls (both subsid
iaries of GPE). This computer is an adaptation of 
LGP-30, a commerdal digital computer widely used 
for many engineering, scientific, business, and account
ing applications. Over 250 LGP-30 computers now in 
use. Libratral-500 uses drum memory, with 3 single 
word fast access circulating registers for instructions. 
Specifically designed for process monitoring and con
trol. Basic unit includes scanner, voltage-to-digital con
vener, and output logic. Computer operation is serial, 
fixed binary point with internally stored program using 
single address instructions. 

Gene.rys Unit Memory Proceuor. This is a hybrid 
unit, combining both general purpose digital and in
cremental logic. It operates as either or both. It is 
housed in a desk type enclosure. All functions of the 
computer are achieved with a magnetic disc memory 
( 10,000 co 30,000 words capacity) and a small magnetic 
core-transiscor sequential network. The general pur
pose logic is used for decision making, arithmetic, etc. 
and the incremental logic for integration, etc. This 
combination uses a minimum of active components, 
relying heavily on the reliable passive storage ele
ments of the magnetic disc memory. AID conversion 
is by an all-electronic feedback encoder. The system 
is built according to individual applications. Process op
eration is optimized through adaptive control methods. 

Panel/it 609. This all purpose digital computer uses 
magnetic cores for both storage and logical operations 
in the computer. Transistor drivers operate the core 
logic circuits. It is housed in two upright cabinets. 
The core memory permits random access to any memory 
location with relatively high computing speed and with
out need for optimum programing. The input-output 
system contains buffering and fast arithmetic units to 
permit processing inputs and outputs with a minimum 
of incerference with main compucer arithmetic units. 
The 609 uses one channel for compucacion and a second 
channel for on-line data logging. Attachments include a 
magnetic film memory for 250,000 words on a single 
reel. A/D and D/ A conversion are available as required 
as a part of the system. 

Royal Precision LGP-30. This is a desk-size, drum 
memory, fixed binary point, general purpose digital 
computer marketed by Royal McBee Corporation. It is 
widely U!.ed for many engineering, scientific, business 
and accounting applications. Over 250 LGP-30 com
puters are now in use. Primary input unit is tape 
typewriter, with paper tape reader on the typewriter. 
Word storage is 4 096 in memory, each word contain
ing 30 binary bits plus sign. 

'1 homp.ron-Ramo-Wooldridge R\V-300. A digital 
computer using diodes and transistors for logic. Magnetic 
drum storage for both data and program. Available in 
desk size or upright model. Specifically designed for 
on-line process concrol. Removable printed circuit cards 
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used for internal circuitry and component mountiug. 
Double address instructions ( 1 + 1) used for optin;um 
coding. Computer itself can be used to automatically 
code program for minimum access. A 16 word circu
lating register on the drum provides fast access during 
computation. The A/D conversion and input system op
erat~ independently on the arithmetic computer, so 
that mputs are sampled and convened to digital form 
and entered directly into the memory without inter
fering with computation. Thus, most recent input data 
is used in computation without waiting for selection of 
an input and receiving of data. 

Westinghouse OPCON. A fully transistorized logi 
control unit designed to automatically experiment with 
a process and optimize performance. It contains no nu
merical computation ability, depending on a small ana
log computer to calculate optimizing equations. Process 
equations are not necessary since the control unit uses 
the process itself as a model. Analog-to-digital con
version range is ± 0.5 volts. Digital-to-analog conver
sion range is 0 - 5 ma into 2000 ohm resistance 
(max. , . Weight is 500 lbs.; size 60" x 22" x 30"; power 
requirement are 260W, 120V, 60 cycles. 

ANALOG COMPUTERS 

Although various typeS of analog computers and com
puting elements are in use today, including hydraulic, 
pneumatic and mechanical devices, the most prevalent 
type ef analog computer is the electronic unit. 

The electronic analog computer operates by means 
of an electrical model of the system described by the 
mathematical expressions being solved. The voltages at 
various points in the computer represent the values of 
the variables involved. Operation of the analog com
puter is on a continuous basis, with the electrical param
eters behaving precisely as the continuous physical 
system or equation variables do. 

The basic component of the analog computer is the 
operational amplifier. The principal requirements for 
this DC amplifier are that it be extremely stable, have 
a high open loop gain ( 100,000 or greater) , linearity 
over a wide rang of operation (typically ±100 volts) 
flat frequency response from DC to several hundred 
cycles per second, high input impedance and low noise 
level. In addition, most operational amplifiers reverse 
the polarity between the input and output of the am
plifier. (1) 

The operational amplifier is usually chopper stabi
lized to eliminate drift. The operational amplifiers are 
used to perform a variety of mathematical functions, 
by use of different input and feedback configurations. 
Interconnections to set up the individual ampl2fier con
f iguraaons and the interconnections between ampli
fiers are generally made at a patchboard or terminal 
scrip to permit ease of set-up and changing of the com
puter operation. Figure 5 shows several of the more 
common configurations which are used. Because of the 
amplification of noise in a differentiation circuit, it is 
generally preferable to avoid use of differentiators and 
rearrange the system equations to permit integration 
instead. For multiplying by a constant less than 1.0, 
manual potentiometers are used. The circu '.try is shown 
in Figure 5 (attenuators). 

The analog computer is, at present, a parallel device. 
Computations take place continuously and imultaneous
ly. A separate calculating module is use:i for each com
putational function and these are wired up by the pr -
gramer co solve the desired equations. 

lllSuperior numbers refer to similarly numcerec referenc£'5 at he end 
of this ar ticle. 
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For multiplication or division of variables special 
multiply-divide modules must be provided. Other spe
cial modules or circuit configurations are used for non
linear functions such as simulating the saturation of a 
power drive, limiting the simulated uavel of a control 
valve, etc. Extremely non-linear or empirical relation
ships, such as the relationship between pH and concen
uation, can be duplicated by the use of function gen
erators of various sorts. <2 1 

The primary use of the analog computer is in the 
solution of differential equations. Since most control 
problems involve differential equations, the analog com
puter is well suited to a wide range of control compu
tations. Since it is basically a parallel modular device; the 
addition of extra amplifiers increases the computational 
ability of the computer, and also increases the size and 
cost of the computer. 

The accuracy of the analog computer decreases as the 
number of computations performed on the signal in
creases. As in conventional instrumentation, each ma
nipulation of the signal introduces an error, usually 
between 0.1 % and 0.5 % . Generally, analog computa
tions are accurate to within a few percent. Where ex
tremely high quality components are used and care is 
taken, the accuracy can be within 1 %-2% on fairly 
large computations. 

The analog computer, being essentially ,.. continuous 
device, is not well suited to applications requiring time
sharing of the computer among many channels, al
though some investigations of multiplexed analog com
puters are being undertaken. 

Operating in fast-time permits the analog computer 
to simulate a plant and experimentally determine the 
best control action prior to imposing the c ntrol output 
on the actual plant. The greatest advantage of the ana
log computer is on relatively small scale problem , where 
large scale digital equipment cannot be justified. Se -
eral analog control computers are e timaced co c t about 

5,000 for a typical fractionating tower in callation. 
Contrast this to a cost of at least $35,000 for th small
est digital computer system available today and the 
tremendou advantage of the: analog c mputer on mall
er processes is readily apparent. 

It is expected that the applications of analog proce 
control computer will be widespread am ng maUer 
unit operations uch a fra ti nating cower , acaly c 
regeneration and mall batch pr e 
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Figure 5, (left). Common computation circuits used 
in electronic analog computers. 

Programing an Analog Computer 

Suppose that we wish to solve a typical second order 
differential equati n such w uld describe the motion 
of the spring mass system sh wn in Figure 6. The sys
tem dynamic beha i ur i:. de ribed by th equation : 

f d'O + D d (} + KO = 0 
dt' dt 

( I 

On simple ppr :i h co mechanizing chi equaci n 
on che anal g computer is to rewrite the equation, equa
ting everything to the highest order deri acive: 

d'(J = _ _Q_ !!!_ _ ~(} 
dt' M dt M 

(2) 

ow, if we aJJume that we hat•e, at point I in FigMr 

I 
. al d'(J h . 7 a, a vo Jage equ1t• ent Jo ~ we can t n tntegrate 

this i·oltage once to obtain - ~~ and then integrate 

the re1ulting voltage to obtain 8. Thi1 i1 1hown in Fig

ure 7a. 
We can now insert attenuators as shown in 7b so as 

to produce the quantities which appear in equation 2. 
If we now change the sign of point II with an in

verter, and sum the values at points III and IV in Fig
ure 7c, we would have the sum as shown by equation 2. 

By successi e incegracions and calculations, we now 
have the quantities available which, when summed, will 

d•(J 
actually equal dt' . So now, we simply close che loop 

by summing chc quantities at III and IV in Figure 7c, ac 
the input to the first integrator, as shown in Figure 7d. 

If the fir t integrator is externally set to zero initial
ly (chat is, the system is at rest with zero velocity and 
zero acceleration) and che second integrator is exter
nally set to 80 chis will be equivalent to manually dis
placing the rotor through an angle 80. If we then re
move ch externally imposed initial condition voltage 
(Jl>t che system will respond as if we had suddenly re
leased che rotor. Depending on the strength of che 
spring and the amount of air resistance, various re
sponses will be obtained. 

In Figure 8, we see the results of solution of this 
equation on an analog computer. Assuming chat M = 1.0 
and 8

0 
is some constant initial displacement in all cases 

the curves show the effect of spring screngch. 
CurT• 1 - X = 1. D = 1 
Cun• 2 - X = 0.5, D = 1 

The weaker pring in urve 2 slows up che system's 
return to zero displacement. In Figure 9 the effect 
of air resistance or damping is shown. 

Cu.rYe 1 - K = 1, D = 1 
CurTe 2 - X = 1, D = 0.5 
CW'Y9 I - X = 1, D = 0 

As damping is reduced, the system overshoot becomes 
greater until, with no damping, che system oscillates 
without end (i.e. frictionless motion ). 
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K = spring force (rotational torque) 
M =mas 
D = cir d:imping 
H = angular di placement 
dH . cit= rngular velocity 
d~A . 
dt2 = angular acceleration 

Assuming th<tt K, D, and M are constant, the 
C:ynamic behavior for the system is given by: 

1~ • 

~· • 
I 

B 
dtl 

~ d I 
M dt2 + D dt + K = 0; 

If the system is manually displaced through some 
angle 00 and released. then initially e = 9. 

Figure 6. 

Amplitude and Time Scaling <3 1 

Every pr blem requires scale factor . They relate 
voltages to problem variables, and solution time to 
problem rime. In the simple example given, all of these 
factors were assumed to have convenient values of 
unit. This "one-to-one" correspondence is rarely con
venient, for the variables of a physical system usually 
change through values which are either too small or 
to great to be represented directly by volcages within 
the linear amplifier range of plus or minus 100 volts 
available on mosc computers. Furthermore, i!' is common 
for changes to occur either too rapidly or too slowly in 
the physical system for convenient apprajsal, and thus 
a slowing-down or speeding-up is desirable. There are 
rwo types of scaling in an analog computer. 

Amplitude Scaling. Amplitude scaling deals with the 
magnitude of a problem's dependent variables. A cri
terion for good amplitude scaling is that all volcages 
on the computer will remain less than the maximum 
permitted value and yec will have as large a value as 

I 
I-

LJ ~ ,,. 

7.L. Vz ·- T 

i [ ... 

z ., 
1-

Figur 8. Analog computer results of solution of 
the equation shown in Figure 6. Each curve repre
sents different spring strength. 
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Figure 7. Analog circuit development for solving 
the typical second order differential equation rep
resenting the system shown in Figure 6. 

possible. For accurate solutions the values of v ltages 
and their excursions during transient must be made 
as large as possible, for then the eff ecrs of any constant 
errors that might be presenc in the operation of a com
ponent will be minimized. The scaling of any variable 
is independent of that or any other variable, including 
any or all of its derivatives. 

Figure 9. Analog computer results of solution of 
the equation shown in Figure 6, showing the effect 
of air r sistance or damping. 
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te that e:ich ale fa mr has che dimension olts 
physical unit and that it relates the number of volts 
that will ·be present in the computer for each unit of 
the physical variable. To calculate the value of the physi
cal variable represenced by a given voltage on the com
puter, divide the voltage by the scale factor. 

Time Scaling. Th analog computer can be easily 
ed in time as well as amplitude. Thus, a phenome

n n which occur in a few milliseconds can be slowed 
down by a time scaling of l,000 and be studied in de
rail on con encional pen recorders. Conversely, a phe
nomenon which takes hours in the physical. system can 
be peeded up so as to permit making many experi
mental runs on the c mputer in a few minutes. This 
so-called "fast time" solution is of great use in contr l 
applications where the actual time constants are quite 
long. A simulated system with a fast time scale can 
serve as a means for automatic experimentation to de
termine the best control action before acrually imposing 
the new conditions on the plane in a closed loop system. 

Time scaling also permits the use of the analog com
puter in such a manner that limitations of computer 
elements ( frequency response of amplifiers and re
corders, long term drift, etc.) can be made insignificant 
during the solution time. Time scaling is relatively sim
ple since the only computing elements involving time 
are the integrators. 

To scale a problem in time, one merely establishes a 
time constant for the integrators. For example, if the 
basic phenomenon occurs in 100 seconds and we wish 
co complete a sample calculation in 10 seconds, then 
all integrators should have a time constant of 0.1 sec
onds. This time scaling in no way affects the ampli
tude scaling; it merely determines the rate at which 
the soluti n proceeds. Note that the gain of the integrator 
is independent of the system's basic time constant but is 
related instead to the amplitude scaling. Wherever a cir
cuit is time dependent, then a corresponding time scaling 
will be necessary. 

Analog Computers Available 
Special Purpo1e Computer1-Because of their modu

lar nature, analog computers have been assembled into 
control computers for special purpose uses. One of the 
principal applications is economic load dispatching in 
the power industry. These computers are relatively 
large, integrated systems designed to perform the func
tions involved in determining the most economical 
combination of generating st11tions under varying power 
demands. Such computers are available from Goodyear 
Aircraft Corporation, Leeds & Northrup Company, Min
neapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co., Westinghouse Elec
tric Corp. and General Electric Company. 

One manufacturer, Quarie Controllers, furnishes a unit 
known as the Quarie Maximizer. This analog comput
ing element is a logical device which seeks to maximize 
or minimize a quantity by adjusting a single parameter 
in the process. Used with conventional instrumentation, 
retransmitting slidewires, manually set potentiometers 
and other simple analog devices, the Maximizer can be 
utilized as an optimizing analog conuoller which dis
turbs a process parameter and uses the resulting change 

in the control criteri n to determine how the parameter 
should be further adjusted. A complete fractionating 
tower optimizing conuol system with two Maximizers 
to adjust the steam to input feed ratio and the reflux 
rare is estimated to cost less than 5,000. 

Genera/, Purpo1e Computer1-Although conventional 
nalog computers are widely used for conuol systems 

studies, only three manufacturers offer a variety of ana
log computer components and analog computers spe
cifically for on-line process conuol applications. A num
ber of companies offer analog computer components 
for custom construction by the user. 

1. S uthwestern Indusuial Electronics Company 
(Div. of Dresser Industries, Inc.) SIE CM-2 analog com
puter is a solid state device which utilizes mngneric 
amplifiers for the operational amplifiers .. Althot·gh the.re 
is no limit to the number of amplifiers whid1 can be 
used, a single CM-2 cabinet is designed for up co 12 
amplifiers, 8 attenuating potentiometers and 6 logarith
mic networks. The logarithmic networks are used :o 
convert computer signals to their logarithmic values, 
rhus permitting such functions as multiplication or 
division to be performed by summing amplifiers. 

The SIE computer is designed to operate from com
mercial electronic transducers. Special purpose com
ponents are available for time-delay, square-rooting, 
storage, thermocouple and suain gage amplification, 
etc. The necessary interwiring between computing ele
ments is made at a terminal board to program the de
sired calculation. A SIE CM-2 computer for a frac
tionating tower control system is priced at about 5,000. 

2. Elecuonic Associates, Inc. PACE TR-10 analog 
computer is a small, desk-top computer using fully 
transistorized computing components. The computing 
components are also designed for use as solid state low 
cost analog conuol computers. Each module is packaged 
in a small metal housing; the front of each module 
contains a color coded patch panel for interconnecting 
components. A basic system with 6 summing am pl if iers, 
4 integrating amplifiers, 10 attenuators and solid state 
power supply costs under 4,000. 

Elecuonic Associates has also been licensed by Phil
lips Petroleum Co. to manufacture and sell a special
purpose solid state analog computer for the coouol of 
djstillation columns employing an analog program de
veloped by Phillips. 

3. Donner Scientific. The Donner 3100 is a medium 
size analog computer for design, analysis, simulation and 
conuol. It is available with 10 to 40 amplifiers and 3 S 
co 5 5 potentiometers, and the other accessory equip
ment for computational work. Donner reports sale of a 
special analog computer to Minneapolis-Honeywell for 
use in a system being installed at Richfield Oil. 
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INCREMENTAL DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

The incremental digital computer is commonly called 
a digital differential analyzer because it solves differ
ential equations in increments of a vanable using digi
tal techniques. This hybrid character retains the analog 
ease of programing and the compurarion feature of a 
digital system. The ODA is capable of solving ordinary 
linear or non-linear differential equations or sets of 
such equations. It is functionally equivalent to a me
chanical differential analyzer. The arithmetic circuitry 
is simple since summation and storage is performed a 
bit at a rime. 

The digital differential analyzer is being used in com
bination with the general purpose digital computer in 
process computer control installations. Io order to solve 
differential equations on a general purpose digital ma
chine it is necessary to transform the equations into 
suitable arithmetic form by use of numerical analysis 
and then to formulate coded instructions for the com
puter. The programing time is extensive and specialize:! 
knowledge is required. The DOA, however, can be pro
gramed with the relative ease of an analog computer. 
Since the solution is digital, much greater accuracy can 
be obtaine.:i than with analog computation. In the DOA, 
integration with respect to variables other than time 
can be performed and drift is no problem. The ODA 
can perform summation of inpurs, sign change, multi
plication by a constant, and other functions with no 
additional circuitry except that internal to its design. 

The basic component of a digital differential analyzer 
is the integrator. Figure 10 is a block diagram of this 
unit and shows the mathematical progression as it inte
grates. A simple equation may require only 3 or 4 inte
grators; a complex problem may require from 20 to 
100 integrators. These are interconnected in the same 
sense as analog integrators with the variables being rep
resented by repetition rates of digital pulses. The inte
grator comprises two registers. The Y register (one 
channel on a magnetic drum ) sums incremental Y 
inputs, and the R register (a second channel on a mag
netic drum ) sums the produces of ydx. An incremental 
ydx output is produced only when the number in the R 
register overflows. Fractional values remain in the R 
register. Variable increments represented by a pulse 

train are summed in the Y register as they arc received. 
Once each cycle, as determined by the dx input, this sum 
is added to the number already in the register (Y 0) to 
form a new sum. Simultaneously the number in the Y 
register is added to the R register, being gated in r 
controlled by the independent variable r integration 
(dx/ dt ). Thus Y is added to R at a race dx dt and a 
quantity approximating 1ydx is accumulated in the R 
register. Eventually the R register overflow and ch 
rate of overflow is the output of the integrar r. The 
overflow increment is ydx and is rh area of on of che 
narrow rectangles shown in the approximation integral 
curve (Figure 10). 

The solution time for a problem using a digital differ
ential analyzer is determined by the accuracy required. 
The speed is independent of the number of integrators 
used in the problem. Each increment requires from 1/ 35 
to 1 65 of a second, depending on construccion of the 
machine. Programing and scaling arc similar to that re
quired for an analog computer. 

Available Incremental Computers 

There are three digital differential analyzers on th 
market today for use in c mputer control applications. 

( 1) Litton. The Litton 80 DOA is being used experi
mentally at Sun Oil because of its availability, case of 
input-output conversion, and flexibility in solving a 
wide range of problems. Litton has three models ( 20, 
40 and 80 ) indicating number of integration units. In
put is by keyboard, punched tape, or graph follower. 
Ourpurs are by direct reading, plotter, c nverter or 
print out. 

(2) Bendix DA-1. The Bendix digital differ ntial 
analyzer is designed co operate in conjunccion with rhe 
Bendix G-15 general purpose digital computer. Its di
mensions are 22" x 24" x 60", and has 10 integrator 
which operate 34 times per sec nd. Input can be pro
gramed from G-15 equipment, including typewriter, 
punched tape, punched cards and magnetic tape. Outputs 
can be recorded on graph-plotter. 

( 3) Genesys. This digital computer is described under 
general purpose digital computers. It c ntains borh inte
gral and incremental computation facilities. 

R REGISTER 
Y+R 

Sums dy's to form 

Y-Yo+ldy 
Adder 

Yo 

Xo Xn x 

dy 

di 

Figure I 0. Block diagram of digital integrator used in the digital differential ana
lyzer and approximation of the integral by summation. (Courtesy, Litton Industries.) 
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WITHI THE LA T l rr. nchs a rel ci ely larg~ 

number of companie in ch pr essing indu trie ha e 
in called or contra ted for insrallacion of computer 
concr l sy cems. Obtaining information of ch in-
callaci ns is difficult because users are reluctant co 

di ulge pr porti nary data nd re eal their plans. 
rching known urce che I AJ has compiled a li c 

nd de ripci n of in tallaci ns which may be reported. 
This li ting cover the m re complex inscallaci ns in

v lving multiple loop c ncrol, with many inputs and 
appreciable data reducci n. These inscallaci ns in 
general meet the definici n of computing c ncrol given 
in the introduction f chi pecial report. Thi listing 
d s n c include ch many relatively mall inscalla
ci ns invol ing simple specialized and inexpensive 
c mpucing elemencs such as pneumaci relay . Gener
ally in these ases ch user ha designed and assem
bled hi own yscem f r a one or cwo loop sy cem 
with excellent results. 

In callaci n are Ii ced ac rding c user name, with 
de ripci n of ch applicaci n and che c mpucer sup

plier. 
The in lusion of wind runnel concrol weather fore

casting, and traffic control perhap screeches che gen
eral incerpretaci n of "process'', buc justifiably 
the general field of industrial concrol problems gra i
cace coward a common denominator for solution. 

Arnold Engineering Development Center, 
Tullahoma, Tenn. 

Wind Tunnel Control. A "homemade" hybrid ana
l g c mpucer is in do ed-1 p control of ch large c 
aerodynamic model and jec-engine wind runnel oper
aced by che U Air F rce. A high-gain control sy -
rem made of analog mpurer component regulate 
air fl w race very do e co dangerous "surge poincs" -
nece ary for maximum performance. This was one of 
che earliesc cases ( 1955 ) where components designed 
for c mpucer u e were deliberately u ed, c mbined 
wich c nvenci nal concr l unic for process concrol. 
( ee I AJ July, Augu r, prember, rober, ovem
ber and December, 195 . ) 

B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co., Calvert City, Ky. 

Vinyl Chloride Monomer Plant Control. A Thomp
n-Ramo-Wooldridge RW- 00 computer will go "on 

cream" rhi monch in whac Goodrich claim fir r 

use of digital equipmenc n chemical process specific
ally designed for computer control. Compucer takes 
instrument signals, quickly computes makes logical 
decisions, and adjuscs sec-points of convencional pro
cess controllers co optimize efficiency. Total in escmenc, 
reports Goodrich, including equipm nr, in callaci n, 
prog ~ing and training: 200 000. 

Carolina Power & Light Co. 

Pou1er item Generation Optimizing Control. Re-
cencly insca!Jed was an ad anced data handling and 
analog computer y cem by Leeds & onhrup Co. 

A second, future inscallaci n is scheduled by Caro
lina Power for its Darlington Station. Thi one will be 
a Day crom yscems Di ision operati nal information 
unit. It will be expanded into an n-line digital control 
c mputer. 

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Ithaca, N. Y. 

Air Traffic Control. A Bendix -15 digital c mpucer 
c ntrols encry of planes inco a Bell Aircraft aucomaci 
carrier landin yscem. This is an experimental project 
for the U avy eventually intended for shipboard 
use. Computer transmits altitude, c mpass h ding and 
airspeed command signals ac exact time intervals. Thus 
che airplane flies in n a "c nveyor belt" as it were, 
avoiding the "scackup" usual with human concr I. 

Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Michigan 

t}rene Plant Control. Since June, 195 a Westing
house Model OP 1 "Opcon" computer has been in 
charge of a Dow "miniplanc" for catalytic dehydrogena
cion of echyl-benzene in styrene producci n. This is an 
''opcimizing" type of computer, wherein the com
purer accively seeks optimum chrough sc pwise exper
imencarion rather than through reference co a mathe
matical model. Coner lled inputs are ethyl-benzene fee<l 
flowrace and reaccor temperature. Maj r unconcr lied 
variable is c-atalysc decerioraci n. Original objeccive wa 
maximacion of cyrene. Bue, afcer experience, economic 
c nsideraci ns re ealed che fallacy of opcimum selecced 
on cechnical bases only. 

Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic City, N. J. 

Airway1 Control Sy1tem. A Model RW 300 digical 
computer, by Th mpson-Ramo-Wooldridge, has been 
used sin e February rhi year ac FAA· aci nal A via-
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ti n Fa ilitie Experim ntal Center. Equipped ith 
pecial nalog inputs and utputs it simulates complex 

air-traffic control problem by mean of cored geo
graphical reporting points and flight plan . Computer 
calculates aircraft arrival time over e1ch "fix" along 
it route and communicate with existing control de
vice such as radar, directi n finder and display , 
with ut interrupting calculati n . The sy tern u 
seven cromberg-Cad n 1030 "Charactron" hi- peed 
digital cathode-ray read ucs di playing positi n, point 
of c nflict, and plan identity. Computer flashe 30-
minute warning of impending mid-air c nflicr. 

Electricite de France, Chinon, France 

uclear Power-Reactor Control. France's first om
m rcial nuclear power plant ill start up this um
mer with a Thomp n-Ramo-Wooldridge RW- 00 digi
tal computer detecting and locating ruptured fuel cart

ridges - fir t digital c mpucer directly connected t 

reacror instrument . Computer ill monitor carbon di
oxide cooling gas radi01ctivity, calculate radiation alue 
of each channel, and actuate alarms if preset limit 
are exceeded. From background-gas and relative-g 
activity counts, computer will calculate and I g cool
ing-gas ndi ctivity ch1nge in each channel, and 
witch co "fine n" if limit are exceeded. To in
ure ab olute reliability, sec nd R W-300 will arallel 

the fir t: if ne top th ther takes over. One com
puter was U.S. built by T-R- ; the ther built in 
Fr nee by "lntercechniqu ." 

Floridc1 Power & Light Co. 

Pow r }JI m Generatio Optimizing Control. Thi 
anal data-handling and c mputer y rem, by , 
was insraJJed and put into operati n in recent m nths. 

Gulf States Utilities, Louisiana 

mpany can u a 

tati n, ulf tares hlS n 
rder a Daystrom y rem digital perational inf rm:i

ti n c mput r ysrem plu furure expandability to digit
al computati nal faciliti 

Humble Oil & Refining Co., Baytown, Texas 

Fr.:1ctionator Control. in e D ember, 195 , Humbl 
has had a uthwe tern Industrial Electr ni o. 
Mod I M-2 n closed-I p contr I of a fracti nati n 
tower. IE's computer is of the analog optimizing type, 
u ing magnetic amplifier . ( I AJ 4 59, p 5 ) . 
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Bendix G-15 diqital comput r installation 
at U. S. Naval Sup ~onic Lab at MIT. 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., Aliquippa, Pa. 

Kansas Gas & Electric Co. 

Louisiana Power & light Co., Sterlington, La. 

Louisiana Power & L9ht Co., Little Gypsy Station 
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and control combusion, steam and feedwarer remper
arures to maximize efficiency. With a 100% solid-state 
system, Daystrom is guarameeing 99% operational 
availability. In Little Gypsy, LP & L probably will 
have the most auromaric station anywhere. 

Mass. Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 
Wind Tunnel Control. In the US Naval Supersonic 

Lab, analog data from the wind-runnel transducers is 
converted co binary code, punched into paper cape and 
at once entered into Bendix G-15 digital computers. 
The computer scales the quantities to represent real 
variables, calculates, and correlates the functions 

Monsanto C hemica l Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
Chemical Proceu Control. Another claim ro "indus

try's first computer-controlled chemical plant" ( on 
scream late in 1959 ), is being scaked our by Monsanto 
who isn't saying what process is to be controlled nor 
where. Objective : to maximize productivity at mini
mum cosc, computer (a T-R-W RW-300 ) will continu
ously moniror process conditions, calculate optimums 
and automatically adjust the controllers co maximize 
results : i.e. closed-loop process control. 

Ohio Edison C o., Massilon Ohio Station 
Automatic Power Dispatching. One of the very fuse 

real-time computer process controls is this Ohio Edison 
job using a Goodyear GEDA analog computer, whic'J 
operated closed-loop as early as November 1956. Under 
its "Computer-Controller" mode of operation, the dis
patch of station generation is calculated by he com
puter on an economic basis and instantly ::.pplied co 
automatic control of a 12-stacion power system. Com
puter simulates individual unit fuel-costs, turbine and 
boiler characteristics, transmission system losses, plus 
composite station heat-rares. All heat-rate determina
tions are subject to automatic high-and-low limit con
trols. This historic installation scored high in setting a 
95.5 C?t availability record for 45-days of operation back 
in 1956! ( ISAJ 10/ 57, p 454 ). 

Philadelphia Electric Co. 
Power System Generation and Power Exhange Con

trol. Scheduled co go on line in late 1960, is a Minne-

General Electric's concept of 
a computer control installation 
for a continuous annea ling line. 

apolis-Honeywell Datamatic Di
vision ( Boston) Model D-290 
computer. It will be an all-tran
sistor digital machine, which will 
on the basis of memory-stored 
production costs, line losses, etc., 
plus continuous process data sup
plied by control insttumems: 1. 
Compute most economical allo
cation of generating capacity and 

automatically send this command to generators; 2. Figure 
costs for billing of power bought and sold from other 
interconnected power companies. Computer outputs 
will be converted back to analog signals, telemetered 
co load controllers at the several stations, and there 
apportioned among the generators to provide the call
ed-for power at the specified calculated cost. 

Public Service Co. of Colorado 

Ga.r Distribution. A libratrol 500 computer will scan 
5 5 telemetered flow variables for more economic dis
tribution of natural gas. 

Riverside Cement Co., Oro Grande, Calif. 
Rock Blending and Crushing Control. Unusually am

bitious are the plans of Ri erside Cement, a division 
of American Cement Corp. Beginning with a Thomp
son-Ramo-Wooldridge RW-300 digital computer to go 
on-line this month, Riverside envisions eventual, al
most-completely automatic operation of their entire 
Oro Grande plant. At first, computer will keep crack 
of amount, composition and location of rock and raw 
materials; periodically calculate proportion and kind of 
materials for proper cement ingredients; indicate most
economical procedures based on hauling distance and 
quarrying coses in various areas. X-ray analysis of rock 
samples will form one computer input. Computer will 
log temperatures, fuel-gas flow and rotary-kiln speed; 
and when not busy, will collect and analyze data for 
planning automation for the entire cement process. 

Southern California Edison Co. 
Power Generation Optimizing Control. An advanced 

form of Leeds & Northrup analog data acquisition anJ 
computer sys_tem has been installed for some! months. 

Southern Company Power Pool 
Atttomatic Load Distribution. Another historic "first" 

is claimed for chis installation of Leeds & Northrup 
analog computers, which went on-line in 1954. Named 
"Early Bird" after its designer E. D. Early, manager 
of the Southern Pool, it continuously calculates the 
most economical distribution of power loading through
out a four-company network involving 40 million kw 
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of generating capacity. Important system parameters 
come in via telemeter; computer calculates best assign
ment of load based on unit pacities, fuel costs, boiler 
heat rates and efficiencies, waterpower availability, 
maintenance schedules, uansmission losses, etc.; load 
is assigned in most-economic pattern through L & N 
automatic tie-line load-control equipment. 

Standard Oil Co. of N. J. ( Esso), Baton Rouge, La. 
Catalytic Craclee,- Ope,-ating G11ide. Probably the first 

permanent example of computer use to generate pro
cess operating guides (June 23rd, 1959 ) is that of 
Royal Precision Model LGP-30 digital machine, com
bined with Leeds & onhrup data-acquisition and 
A-to-0 conversion equipment. A t0tal of 160 process 
variables - pressure, temperarurc, flows, etc. - arc 
scanned, measured and scaled at one-per-second peed. 
Twenty seven process operating guides are calculated 
and printed out on a log sheet. Esso's studies arc now 
directed toward dosed-loop computer conuol. 

For th Linden, N .J ., Esso refinery, Consolidated 
Electrodynamics will use with their equipment another 
Royal Precision LGP-30 digital computer, shortly to 
be installed on an Esso microplant. 

Standard Oil of Ohio (Sohio) 
Refinery Process Optimization. Jointly exploring l ' 

of computers for refinery process automatic control are 
Thompson-Ramo-Wooldridge and Sohio's Process En
gineering Division. This is a systems engineering ap
proach to process optimization built around T-R-W' 
"desk-size" digital computer. Now conuol techniques 
developed will be applied to actual refinery practice. 

Sun Oil Co., Marcus Hook, Pa. 
Fractionator Tower Control. Another c perative com

puter-coouol research project is that by \Westinghouse 
and Sun Oil. Delivered to Sun this April was a Westing
house Opcon-optimizing analog compu er. 

Also still under Company security wraps is Sun's 
srudy project for computer process control at their 
Marcus Hook refinery involving computer equipment 
by Genyses Corporation (for use in Sun's Number 12 
plant); and an experimental study with Litton ln
dusuies. Here a Litton Model 80 "ODA" (digital differ
ential analyzer ) incremental computer was selected 
because of its easy input-output conversion. 

The Texas Co., Port Arthur, Texas 
Polyme,-ization Control. In operation since late in 

1959 has been a T-R-W RW-300 digital computer on a 
1, 00 barrel-per-day, 4 milli n polymerizer unit. Texas, 
too, claims a "first" in closed-loop computer conuol of a 
full-scale plant operation. Computer gathers data from 
110 sources and pro ides closed-loop conuol thr ugh 
set-point adjustment to pneumatic coouollers on 16 dif
ferent streams. It e aJuate variables by compari n co 
a mathemati al model. mputer also check its own 
accuracy aucomaticaJJy, and scans for alarms, and prints 
out any off-spec data. Preceding was a 2112 year feas i
bility srudy. The whole job co t about 200,000 m r 
than conventional in trumeota ·on w uld ha e norm-
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ally cost during moderoizati o of th plant. H v r, re
sulting increase in efficiency should be 6 to 10 - f t 
payout for a relatively- maJJ investment. Extra divi
dend : longer cataJy t life ill ve 75,000 )'early. 
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Developing Mathematical 

Models for Computer Control 

b Dr. David B . Brandon 

The Tlwmp on-Ramo- ooldridge Produ 

Lo ngele ali/omia 

om pan 

I A TI G PROBLEM facing 
nrr I y rem de !gner i rhe de elopmenr of com

uter control y rems f r pr esse . If a predicri e c n-
rr I hem (generally mploying a digital computer , 
i planned, rh sy rem requires a set of mathematical 
equari ns, called rhe marhemaric l model of che pr ess. 
le ser e co inrerrelar imporcanr process ariables and 
pr ide th means f r optimizing plane performance. 
Th devel pment f a u ef ul model i dependent n the 
c mbinaci n f information of a quantitative, semi-quan
rirari e. and qualinrive mrure inco an all-enc mpa ing 

t of mathematic I equari ns. The purpo of rhi paper 
i c describe a method which has been ucce full em
pl yed in e rabli hing rhe mathematical models of pr -
e s, and co empha ize that che required equation can 
be wrinen for many incompletely under rood pr 

A relatively mall change in rhe value of pr e vari
able re ulr in a def in ire change in producri n rare. 
produ r quality, utility use rare , or rher key mea ure 
of operating effi i ncy. D pending u n rhe pr es in-

1 ed, rhe machemaci al model f a mpucer control 
y rem may be linear or n nline, r, and may re. re nt 
ready- race or dynamic proce r dicions. The hoi c ol 

a model co be deri ed depend n the informaci n avail
able and rhe manner in which ic will be used . In this 
paper, a nonLncar. steed -stat model is de eloped. The 
computer is able co concr I a dynamic pr ess with 
uch a model by empl yin ic in c njunccion with 

pr e dynamic informaci n already under rood and 
presendy u d by the perac r . Thi combination of 
a ready- care m el and proces dynamics re ulc in 
a reali ri sec of equations which are entered inro the 
conrrol c mpucer. Dynamic models have al o been 
de: cr ibed or inferred l , :.! :i .-1 bur are regarded as being 
our ide the cope of chi paper. 

When a significant change occur in one or m re of 
the important operating variables, the perar r kno"" , 
che direction and e cimaces che magnirude of appropri:ue 
compensating change which he then make co maintain 
production and prevent the plane fr m going our of 
control. Thus, the operator conrinu usly reers the pr 
ess from one steady-scare to another. The machemacical 
model of chis kind of plane is deri ed ac lease in pare, 
from the data logged by the operat r rhu a steady- care 
model is frequently found to be best for hemical and 
related produ tion units now in ser ice. In che furore 
when operating philo phy changes and more is un
derstood theoretically and practically about cran ienr 
phenomena, the preferred dynami models may repla e 
present sceady-scace mcxlels. 

An Approximate Model is Sufficient 

The relationship inherent in chis model are subject 
ro error as are the data fr m which they would be de
rived. However, when the full consequ nces of a digital 
computer conrr I system arc recognized. it is apparent 
char nly an approximate model is initially needed. Th 
reason is chat che computer in addici n c controlling 
the plane, is normally pr gramed to c mpare it pr -
dicti ns (based on chis approxim.ace model ) with actual 
operations. Any discrepancy between the predicted anJ 
lacer measur~ values (under ready-scare c ndici ns i 
rhen employed ro up-dace the model; char is, adjust che 
coeff icienrs in the equations so that ch predicted alue 
do in face equal observed values. This up-daring pro
cedure i conducted ac ufficiendy frequent intervals 
ro en ure chat che mathematical model will remain 
a clo e a po sible co a represenrati n f the plane. 

1 Superior numbers refer to s imilar ly numberrd references a t the end of th is 
artic le. 
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Th first model can be obtained only after a de
tajled study of th plant as a whole. In particular, it has 
been found that an effective model for control purpose 
may be constructed from equation which expre 
I. th p 

• coD train •nd limit•tio OD op r lion 

5. • uit•b optimiziq h m . 

These topi have been discu sed in e1rlier paper "· · i • 

and will be repeated here nly in far as they are 
directly involved. We hall be m t con erned ith 
th f emulation of an expre i n for the present steady
state transformation relati n hip , th maj r bottle
necks in the development of the math matical model. 

The uansformation relati nships expre the essen
tial features of the chemical and phy ical change 
curring withln the bounds of th computer c ntr l 
y tern. Th y r late the eff t of th ariables n pr -

e performance and pr ide the basi whereby vari
able, which are c ntroU ble, may be manipulated tO 

compensate for changes which ine icably cur in the 
un ntr Uable variable . Exampl f the u ual un
c ntrollable and controllable ariable which are in-

olved in ch transformati n relati n hip are proc 
flo s compositions, temperature , pre ures, cacaly t ac
ti icy feed availability, and product quantity and quality 
requirements. Th incerrelati n hip am ng th ari
ables are often nly partly under cood, which mean that 
the operacor's decisi ns are frequ ndy b ·d n informa
tion which is qualitati e r mi-quantitati e at be t. A. 
few of the presently empl yed r lati n hip may be 
known quantitatively; but th g nerally pertain t just 
two variabl r ulting in an in mplete mathematical 
d ription of a sy tern c mprised f eral independ nt 

variabl . 
A repre ntative tran form1tion relati n hip f r the 

model may be expr d in fun ti n f rm a , 

Y = f r ,, i ·,, i·.,, ... > < i 

wh re Y d notes a process param ter uch yield 
f produce which i incr duced f r c n enien , and 

i·, corre ponds to th pr variable which a y tern 
anal si h hown to be of importance in determining 
process performance. Th r n for th ch i f a 
particular param ter n the left ide f Equ ti n l 
is clarified by Equati n 2, whi h define mat rial 
b1lance in terms of th 

Y=g (2) 
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Y = c,+c1v1+ . .. +c,v,111+ ... +c,, t ,r , 11 + ... 
+cut'1t'1t'3t'1 ( 

wh re th c are c nstant . 

Graphical Procedure 

y 

and 
( ) 
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uch that Y, is a funccion of all of the variables except 
11, and v.. This procedure is continued until the last 
residual yield, Y ,., is reached where 

Y,.= f 
y (9) 

,( ll I) . I l ( 1/.) .. . f ,,( 11,.) 
Ir is observed by a comparison of Equations 9 and 4 
that Y,. is equal co C. Equation 4 is now escablished. 

In the above discussion, it is tacitly assumed chat 
the various functions Ji may be determined with suffi
cient accuracy chat a valid mathematical model of the 
process may be formulated. The validicy of the re
~ulcing m~el may be reseed by m~king seep changes 
m the variables (preferably one ac a rime) during 
n rmal operations. The results (production rate, coo
cencrations, etc.) predicced by the model are then 
compared with chose observed in the plane. Minor 
adjuscmeocs may be made in cercain of the coefficients 
if warranted, so chat the model will be a close equiv
alent of the process. 

le is most imporcanc chat the relationships of Equa
tion 4 (also Equations l and 3, for chat matter) re
flect essencially all of the percinenc existing knowledge 
about the process. This knowledge is incorporated by 
caking ioco account two faccors relating to the manner 
in which the plane is presently run. The fir1t factor 
1tem1 from the CMJtomaf'y operation of the plant within 
a rather miall area. This exercs a linearizing influence 
which may be used to advantage. In many cases, the 
functions f, may be approximated quite closely by lin
ear relationships. This by no means assumes that the 
nonlinear process is a linear one, as the /, are multi
plicative factors which when taken cogecher express 
this lack of linearicy. The choice of linear f, in most 
cases simplifies their evaluation. All of the separated 
functions may be assumed to be linear except when 
theory or experience diccates to the contrary. When 
such occurs, the known nonlinearicy may be built into 
a particular /., such as by expressing ic as an exponen
tial, a reciprocal, or a power series in a v,. The co-

T BLE I -OBSERVED DATA 

Run y u, t• u3 
I 0.87 

2 
0.2 26 4.2 

2 0.93 0.6 22 4.1 
3 0.96 0.9 21 4.3 
4 0.94 1.0 19 3.7 
.i 0.93 0. 25 4.4 
6 0. 9 0.5 23 4.5 

--- TABLE II - ORR EL TIO:'\ DATA 

Run Y, f,(u,) Y, f , (v,) Y, f,(v,) Y, f ,(1•,) 
I 
2 
3 
4 -
6 

0.949 0.943 1.006 0.990 1.016 0.996 1.020 1.024 
1.007 0.992 1.015 1.004 1.011 0.991 1.020 1.019 
1.044 1.028 1.016 1.00 1.00 1.001 1.007 1.005 
1.026 1.040 0 .9 6 1.014 0.972 0.970 1.002 1.001 
1.007 1.016 0.991 0.994 0.99 1.006 0.992 0.994 
0.96 0.9 0.9 1.001 0.9 7 1.012 0 .975 0.977 

fABLE lII - CMMARY OF R ' L 

f,(v,) = 0.921 + 0.119v, 
f,(v,) = 1.079 - 0.0034lv, 
f,(v,) = 0.775 + 0.0525v, 
f,(v,) = 1.029 - 0.000377v, 

Y = 0.92 · f,(v,) · f,(v,) · f , (v,) · fi(v ,) 
Y = 0.728 (1 + 0.129v,) (1 - 0.00316v,) 

~A 
15 
35 
40 
50 
75 

Y, 
0.996 
1.001 
1.002 
1.001 
0.99 
0.99 

(1 + 0.0678v,) (1 - 0.000368v1) 

y 
Y•--

0 v 

1.04 

1.02 

1.00 

O.M 

0.96 

O.t4
0 

efficients are evaluated in this case, given the form 
of the funccion ft. 

The 1econd factor pertaim to the wealth of ex
perience which may have been e1tahli1hed dMring the 
operation of the Mnit. As this most often is of a quali
tative or semi-quantitative nature, it is not rea-.lily 
formulated in stria mathematical terms. However, good 
use of this information is made in assessing what in
dependent variables are involved and the manner in 
which they should be expressed, the relative magnitude 
of their effect on each parameter, and the sign of the 
slope to be expected when the parameter is plotted 
against these variables. 

Illustrating the Graphical Method 

The described graphical method is illustrated by de
veloping a yield funccion of four independent variables. 
Daca are given for six selected, cypical, sceady-scace 
runs including each variable at the extremes of and 
at several levels within its normal range. Equation 10 
expresses the desired relationship, 

Y = C- fl111) · /.(1)- f,(11,) · fi11•) ( 10) 

The observed data are listed in Table I. Rather than 
plotting the observed yield, Y, this quantity was re
placed by a normalized yield, Y 0, which is defined by· 

y 
Yo=-=- ( 11) 

y 
where Y refers co the average yield. After following 
through the outlined procedure assuming linear func
tions h the correlation data of Table II are obtained. 
The four plots are presented in Figure 1. In each case, 
the regression line has been drawn subjectively, being 
based on the positions of the individual points and 
the known sign of the slope of each line. A summary 
of che results appears in Table III. 

The last residual yield, Y4, of Table II should be 
unicy under ideal circumstances. In this example, per
fection was almost achieved. However experience has 
shown rhac a considerable deviation from unity of the 
lase residual yield may be tolerated. The magnitude 
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Figure I. Four plots of 
yield factors for four 
independent variables 
for six steady-state 
runs. Data are shown in 
Tables I, II and 111. 

1.02 

1.00 

0.99 

0.98 

0.97 0 10 

of this colerance will depend upon the particular siru
ati n. It appears that the main requiremenc for this 
result to be useful in a computer control sy rem i in
ternal c nsisrency rather than precisi n. The initial 
approximate mathematical model will naturally im
prove owing to the lf-checlcing and up-dating rou
tines normally included as pan of the computer pro
gram. The last equation of Tabl III corresponds term 
by term (after the indicated muJriplicati ns are carried 
out ) to Equati n 3. Thi equi alence is not obraineJ 
owing co the fact that at least one of th / 1 is nonlinear. 

Developing mathematical model of industrial proc
es is a very time-consuming task requiring consid
erable effon from sciencisrs and engineer familiar 
with industrial processes and computer oncrol sy tern . 
Bec~1u f the limited quantity of information on 
which mathematical models may currently be based, 
it is felt that this technique will serve as one practical 
means of arriving at the desired end re ult. 
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Optimizing Control 

by Model Methods 

by I. Lefkowii:. 1md D. P. Eckman 
( I A Members) 

Ca e Institute of Technology 

Cleveland, Ohio 

OPTIMIZING CONTROL has as its principal ob
jective the maintenance of the optimum performance 
of a multi-variable system subject to both disturbing 
and constraining influences. In order to achieve a de-
iced behavior the system performance criteria must 

be def in ed. Optimum performance can then be achieved 
by either of two basically different methods : one, a 
diiecr approach in which the output performance is 
compared with the input manipulation to determine 
the system behavior and thus provide the direction for 
optimizing control of the system : this may be done 
with or without a perturbation or test signal; two, a 
model method in which the model provides the basis 
for analytical definition of the optimizing control con
ditions for the system. The model is manipulated such 
chat its behavior agrees with behavior .of the system. 

The development of reliable computer techniques 
in both analog and digital form have made it possible 
to consider much more complex working methods in 
automatic control than the conventional proportional, 
integral and derivative effects. These methods include 
nonlinear and higher order control functions, applica
tion of filcering. prediction and correlation techniques, 
repetitive computer methods, etc. 

Performance Computation 

The system under control can generally be described, 
as in Figure 1, as having k outputs under the influence 
of i independent inputs (determined by factors ex
ternal co che system under consideration), and under 
che influence of j dependent inputs which may be 
manipulated. 

The system presumably is put into use with the 
outputs forming a valuable product or service. It is 
assumed rh:it the utility can be judged by some ap· 

propriate method so that the performance of the sys· 
tem can be computed. 

There are two general methods of specifying per
formance and these are first, economic and second, 
technical. Economic performance is often expressed as 
a line-ar combination of system variables 

p = l K iu, + l Krm; + l Kx..qk 
i J I.: 

where p = performance criterion 
u, =independent input variables 

m1 :'= dependent (manipulated) input variables 
qk = system output variables 

K,, K fl K k = appropriate profit or cost coefficients 
On the other hand, technical performance is often 
specified in such terms that an optimum or best value 
may exist. For example, in many industrial processes, 

P = f(m;, 1t1, qk). 
The necessary conditions for the optimum are deter
mined by setting 

_op_= gim1, u;, q,.J = o rj =I, 2, ... ) 
om1 

Constraining influences are very important and it 
is often necessary to subject the control system to 
bounds of the form, 

Qa.: < qk < Q k 
or of the form 

qk':::::,,.h(q,, q,, . .. ) 
These constraints often make it necessary co find system 
performance at a limit which is in rum a function of 
other variables. 1be performance computer of Figure 1 
is employed to compute the necessary functions and ob
tain the variable p on which to base system control. 

Direct Optimization 

Direct optlmization proceeds with a mmunum of 
knowledge about the system under control. As shown 
in Figure 2, the optimizer receives data on the varia
tions in the manipulated variables m ; and the resulting 
changes in performance p and in rurn manipulates 
each of the m ; inputs in the indicated diiection for 
improving the performance. Sometimes a perturbation 
or test signal is employed to initiate changes upon 
which the control measurements are based. 
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Direct opcimizacion is chus exploratory or experi
mental in nacure in chat ch result of each manipulation 
is assessed and another manipulation is made. These 
may be done sequentially or simultaneously in a num
ber of manipulated variables, depending upon che type 
of exploring scheme in use. 

The direct method may be achieved through con
tinuous measurements or by che use of sampled and; or 
quantized data. In either case, che general principle 
of the optimization system may be the same. 

Model methods provide an alternate approach co 
optimizing coouoL In general, the necessary conditions 
for optimum performance of ch system under control 
are determined on the basis of an appropriate system 
model. The model may form an integral part of th 
control system or it may only be present in concept. 
It may range from some physical imulaci n or analog 
of ch process co a machemacical ab craai n manifested 
as a set of equations or a multi-dimensional surface 
describing the syscem behavior. 

Predetermined Optimization 

If the model is complete and exa t, then ch c ndi
ci ns for opcimizacion can be determined completely 
and exaaly. In particular, these conditions may be 
predetermined for any given c of con craincs and 
boundary conditions. 

A concepcual approach co Predetermined Optimiza
tion is given in Figure 3. An optimizing c mpuc r 
decermines paths or funaions for the manipulated vari
ables, mJ, based on che predicted behavior of the yscem 
as described by ch model variables w1.:. The accual 
behavior of the system is described by qi.:; system per
formance is then gauged in terms of the q1 variables. 

le is apparent that once computed, the pcimizing 
c ndicions can be scored on punche.:i-cape, magnetic 
drum or even in the simple rwo-dimensi nal case, n 
a mechanical cam. The system variables are then mani
pulated ace rding co ch playba k of the appropri1ce 
cored program. oce that in y cem manuaJly oper

ated or supervised, .the op racor is often guided by a 
predetermined pcimizing pr gram tored graphi aJlr, 
in tabulated form or cored mentally a experien e. 

The conuol scheme de ribed abo e i e ncially 
open-loop; i.e., there is no feedback of inf rmaci n to 

erify either chat ch resulting yscem performan e i 
a specified, or chat che model a curacely describes rh 
sy tern behavior. Accordingly, if there are any fa tor 
tending co cau the syscem c de iace from th model 
as, for example, the influence f di curbance u,, th 
y rem performance may be expected co deviate from 

the computed optimum. 

Repetitive Computed Optimization 

The predetermined optimizaci n c ncepc i modified 
by repetitive feedback f informaci n de nbing th 
care of the sy te:n. Thu , as h wn in Figure 4, ch 

qi.: variables are per:odiolly ampled inc ch pcimiz
ing computer pro iding th ba is for repeciti r · 
compucaci n of the optimizing condici ns. In th:s way, 
e1ch computaci n is based on the m c recent inf rma-
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Figure 5. Repetit ive computed optimization with 
self checking. 

described in the preceding paragraphs. However, the 
effectiveness of such compensation depends on the na
rure and degree of approximations in the model and 
is limited by such factors as the repetitive period, lags 
and dead-rime in measurements, bounds on the mani
pulated variables ecc. 

The self-checking concept is designed to increase 
th effectiveness and range of applicability of the 
repetitive computer conuol action by periodic adjust
ment of the mathematical model in accordance with 
observed process behavior. The acrual processing path, 
def ned by the scare variable q1l t ), is compared with 
the path specified by the model under the same op
erating conditions in terms of the variables w1J t ) .• 

Deviations becween the cwo paths are employed as 
error signals to correct che parameters of the model 
uch that process behavior is adequately described in 

the vicinity of the operating point. A schematic repre
sencacion of the self-checking concept is shown in Fig
ure 5 where it is presented in the form of a second 
feedback around the repetitive control loop. 

The self-checking technique inuoduces an elemenr 
of flexibility in the overall design of the computer 
conuol system. The model may be intentionally simpli
fied so as to reduce the size and complexity of the on
line repetitive optimizing computer at the expense of 
the self-checking facility. In general, as the model be
comes less accurate, either the parameters must be ad
justed more frequently co maintain a given performance, 
or additional adjustable parameters muse be introduced. 
It is expected, however, that the overall computer re
quiremenrs can be minimized by a judicious com
promise; in particular, the model may advantageously 
describe only the dominant first order effects relating 
chose variables which change rapidly relative co the 
process dynamics. The self-checking computer m:iy then 
be a large general purpose machine, time-shared. 

Application of self-checking raises questions of dy
namic stability of the feedback loops, convergence of 
the parameter correcting operations and validity of the 
resulting mathematical model. There are also limita
tions imposed by the accuracy with which the state 
of the process can be described co the computer and 
the speed with which parameter corrections can be 
computed and applied relative to the race of change 
of the parameters. Random errors in measurement lead 
co false and inconsiscenr parameter adjustments which 
must be minimized through statistical smooching and 
interpretation of the measured data. There is indeed 
a dose relationship becween the order of approxima-

tion of the model and the information race required for 
adequate self-checking. 

Optimizing Control of A Batch Chemical Process 

The model method concept has been applied to 
the optimizing control of a batch chemical process. 
Successive application to a pilot plant hydrogenation 
reactor is described in references ( 4 ) and ( 5 ). Ex
tensive studies were also made on the computer control 
ot a simple prototype process simulated on mechanical 
and hydraulic analogs (sec references ( 4 ) and ( 6 ) ) . 
A. brief description of this process is presented below. 

The reaction mixrure is made up of three chemical 
components identified as X, Y , and Z. Hydrogen under 
pressure and in the pt.!sence of catalyse reacts with 
X and Y according co the following reaction scheme: 

k, 
X + H, ~y 

k, 
Y + H, ~z 

where k, and k, represent kinetic reaction coefficients. 
A. reasonable approximation co the kinetic behavior 

of this process is given by the equations, 
dx 
dt =- k, x ( la ) 

dy 
-d,-= k, x- k, 'Y (lb) 

x +y+ z = l ( le ) 
where x, y, z represent molar concentrations of com
ponenrs X, Y, Z, respectively. 

The kinetic coefficients are functions of che oper
ating conditions: pressure, remperacure, catalyst, agica
cion, etc. Assuming only pressure is co be manipulated 
and char all ocher influencing factors are relatively 
constant, the coefficients may be expressed, 

k 1 = A 1 p-'" 1 

k, = A,pn 
where A 1, A,, N 1, N, are assumed conscanc 

p = process pressure. 

( 2a ) 
( 2b ) 

Based on a mathematical model consisting of Equa
tions l and 2, the necessary conditions for optimum proc
ess performance may be derived. In the particular 
case under study, control co a specified produce com
position consistent with minimum processing time is 
escablished as the performance criterion. 

It is convenient to cransform the above equations co 
new variables, u, 11 and k defined as follows : 

u =y/ x 
11 = loge X 0 / X 

( 3a ) 
(3b ) 

k _!:.!.__~t_ p -'"l-.\"1 ( 3c ) 
- k, - A , 

Making che substitutions in Equation la and b, a single 
equation defining the processing path independent of 
the rime variable is obrained: 

du 
Tv= (l - k)u + l ( 4 ) 

Since the kinetic coefficient ratio, k, may be varied 
during the course of che reaction by manipulating the 
pressure (Equation 3c ), there are an infinite number 
of operating paths which can satisfy the boundary con
ditions ( x0 , y0 , z0 ) representing the initial composition 
and ( x" 'Yh z1) representing the desired final composi-
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uoo. • This degree of freedom permits the inuoduction 
of an optimizing condition. Assuming that the process
ing time is the predominant faaor in the cost equation, 
the optimizing problem reduces to the determination 
of a conuol path which will minimize the time to go 
from the raw material state to the desired product state. 

An expression for the processing time, 11 is derived 
from Equatioos la, 2a, 2b, 3b, and 3c: 

I 
11 =A f 141-BJv (5) 

0 

where A =r ~:; J Xl ~ A·I 
B = N 1/ (N, -Ni) 

The necessary condition for minimizing the above in
tegral is supplied by the calculus of variations. Apply
ing the Euler-Lagrange equation, 

0/(11) - - "- 0/(11) -o 
o•( v J d11 O"' ( 11 ;-

where /(11) = 141-B 
, du 

"=d; 
the following optimizing equation is obtained: 

dk 1 14 (6) 
dv =-8; 

The optimizing computer is programmed to solve 
Equations 5 and 6 simultaneously for the given bound
ary conditions (Mo, 0), (M1, 11!). 

If Equations 1 and 2 described the process behavior 
exactly, then one computation based on Equations 5 
and 6 and the specified boundary conditions would 
suffice to define the optimum conuol path, p(t). Thus, 
the p(t) schedule could be recorded on tape or other 
storage medium and played bade through appropriate 
uansducers and pressure conuoller to manipulate the 
process pressure according to the schedule. In the ex
ample under consideration, however, the model only 
approximates the process kinetics because of the ne
glect of such factors as variations in catalyst activity, 
other components in the reaction mixture, higher order 
terms in the kinetic equations, etc. Open-loop conuol 
of the process would lead, therefore, to very significant 
deviations from the desired end-point. 

The repetitive conuol concept was applied here. 
Equations 5 and 6 are solved for the optimum conuol 
path leading from the current state of the process 
(based on the most recent composition measurement 
of the reaction mixture) to the specified final com
position. Thus, each time a new composition measure
ment is made available to the computer, a new conuol 
path is computed. This technique was demonstrated to 
be very effective in forcing the process to the prescribed 
performance. 

Self-Checking Offers Advantages 

Application of the self-checking concept to this sys
tem is currently being implemented. It is assumed, in 
this approach, that the inadequacies of the model may 
be absorbed in the parameters of Equations 2a and 2b . 

• In terms of the u, v coordiMtes, these boundary cond it ions are expressed 
as Cu

0
, ol and Cu,, v,l, respect ively. 
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Specifically, the model deviates from the observed proc
ess behavior because of variations in catalyst aaivity, 
systematic errors in composition measurement, sup
pressed higher order terms in the kinetic equations, 
neglected components of the reaction mixture, etc. It is 
assumed, however that these "disturbances" cause only 
a slow drift of the model and may be adequately com
pensated within a given operating region by appropri
ate adjustment of the parameters, Ai, A,, Ni ""4 N,. 
Thus, the actual composition paths x(I) and 1(1) are 
compared with the paths predicted by the model; the 
parameter values are adjusted periodically such as to 
minimize the discrepancy between these paths. 

There is a significant random component of error 
in the composition measurement inuoduced by the 
sampling operation and by the sensitivity limitations 
of the analytical insuuments. A statistical smoothing 
technique is coupled with the self-checking operation 
in order to filter out th random fluctuations in th 
composition data while retaining the uend. Also under 
consideration are means of weighting th daca to ace unt 
for the model changing with tim . 

The combination of repetitive comput r conuol and 
self-checking provides the basis for wide practical ap
plicability of the model approach to optimizing conuol. 
In particular, the conuol effectiveness becomes very 
much less dependent on the a curacy or complet n 
of the model employed, providing there is an adequate 
information feedback to the control computer. Thus, 
optimizing control for very complex systems may be real
ized with computer conuol with economic jusrificati n. 
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Optimizing Control 

by Automatic Experimentation 

l1y Robert Hooke and H.. I. JI an ice 

We tinghou Electric Corp. 

Piu burgh, Penn yft.ania 

IN A CONVENTIONAL FEEDBA K control sys
tem the actual value of the quantity co be controlled 
is compared with the desired value of this quantity 
( set point > , and the control system operates co r uce 
any difference (or reduce error signal ) with allowable 
tolerance. Controls of chis type are widely "Jsed in 
the processing industries co maintain pressure, flow, 
temperature, level, etc. Despite the fact chat such 
processes are completely instrumented and set points 
are maintained, the operation is not quite automatic. 
A human operator is needed for scare-up, emergencies, 
shuc-down, and co make minor adjustmen::s co meet 
changing conditions. Since it is generally recognized 
that process operations might be improved by proper 
coordination of many set point values, and thus op
timize control the operator is an optimizing control, 
as he arcempts co change settings for ch1nging condi
tions. He, however, is seldom given the opportunity or 

y 

x • 

proper information co seek optimum settings for a com
plex control system. 

An optimizing control system can be termed a sy -
tern which attempts to get the best performance from 
a plane or process according co a criterion such as 
maximum producci n or minimum unit costs. It can 
do this by adjusting the input variables, noting the 
effect on performance criterion, and deciding on a logical 
basis what changes of input variables should be made. 
The purpose of such a control is co provide adaptability 
co changes in external conditions which may be un
trollable, unmeasurable, or unknown. The Westinghouse 
Opcon control system basically duplicates the informed 
behavior of a human being in controlling industrial 
processes with simplicity and unsophistication. Opcon 
control differs from the digital computer equation solv
ing procedure in chat it uses the process itself rather 
than a mathematical model in ics search for optimum 
conditions. As a part of simplicity, the Opcon control 
makes no attempt co interpret "trends". Once optimum 
conditions are found, it compensates for drift caused by 
uncontrolled variables by continual search. 

Previous thinking in the field of optimizing contro 
has been characterized by : che one-variable-at-a-rime 

Figure 1. OPCON operation is illustrated by this 
prohlem. Let X and Y be the controlled variables, 
and let the maximized output be represented by 
contour curves ( 100 is optimum). The controlled 
variables are set arbitrary values (Po) and the 
resulting output is a point on contour 30. The 
variables are changed to P 1 and new output is 
compared with P o. The next change depends on 
whether P1 is greater or less than Po. Changes are 
kept within reasonable limits to prevent serious 
deterioration in the output, with the restriction 
that earlier t110ves are large enough to insure that 
a highly profitable possibility is not overlooked. 
Successive moves are made according to a built-in 
strategy (P, to P,, then P 2 to Pa, etc.) with eval
uation after each move, and with adjustments as 
the optimum is approached. When the optimum is 
apparently reached, experimentation stops and 
periodic tests are made with inputs fixed at their 
optimum settings. When significant changes occur, 
the whole procedure is repeated. 
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Fipre 2. Schematic diagram of a process with two 
controlled variables and three outputs which is 
optimized for maximum profit by OPCON control. 
Inputs X and Y are controlled by set point con
trollers. The three outputs Z1, and Za and Za are 
measured and the signals fed to a special purpose 
analog computer. Also the magnitude of input Y 
and cost inputs A, B and C are fed to this com
puter which solves the profit equation for the 
process. The equation is relatively simple and 
does not invoive the proce s equations. The com
puter output to the OPCON control is a voltage 
proportional to operating profit and is the value 
which the control maximizes, by adjusting set 
points of the two flow controlled variables through 
strategic experimentation as described in Figure l. 

approach, the feeling that continuous sensing is nec
essary, a tendency to try to solve completely nonlinear 
problems by staning with linear approximations, and a 
general attempt at gre1c sophistication m making use 
of information. Mose applications involve more than 
one input variable and these variables interact, that is, 
the optimum level for one variable depends on levels 
of the ochers. Under such circumstances, ic is a well
known fact in the theory of design of experiments 
chat experimenting only with one variable at a time 
is inefficient and often doomed to failure. Further, in 
many processes the sensing could cake place only at finite 
intervals, so chat a discrete system would be more 
desirable than a continuous one. The continuous ap
proach to a problem is more likely to succeed when 
it is suggested by essential continuity of the situation 
than when it is dictated by the engineer's false impres
sion chat mathematics begins and ends in rhe theory of 
calculus and differential equations. 

The method of solving nonlinear problems by be
ginning with linear approximations and making subse
quent adjustments is a time-honored proce:lure, and 
can be quite successful when the nonlinearity is minor. 
When the nonlinearity is at the very heart of the prob
lem, as it is in the optimization problem, this is no 
longe the case. le is logical to resist the temptation to 
compute derivatives and make inferences from them. 

Figure 3. Block diagram of OPCON optimizing 
control. When it is time for a move, the incoming 
signal z feeds into the storage and comparator, 
where it is compared with the last best value of 
z. The "higher" or "lower" signal from the com
parator goes to the logic unit. Here this signal 
plus information from past moves is used to make 
a decision as to which variable is to be moved, 
and its magnitude and direction. This signal goes 
to the proper pulse generator, where it is con
verted to series of pulses. The countet and de
coder takes the pulse and produces an output 
voltage or current level going to controller set 
points. With new set points there is a new value 
of z. If the move is successful, the logic provides 
an open gate signal, and the new value of z is 
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Built-in Strategy 
In seeking an optimum cond ition che Op on make 

discrete seeps in the values of the proce s variable , 
rather than continuous changes. A strategy is built into 
the machine for experimenting with the proce to 
determine optimum setting . As Figure 1 shows, ch 
optimum condition in a rwo variabl system i deter
mined by strategic adjustment of controlled ariable 
and evaluation of the process output as a result f 
these changes. This procedure is adaptable to proce 
where the output can be mea ured infrequently, for 
example once an hour. le can also be used in problems 
where che output is ~ssencially c ntinuou , such 
electrical systems. The discretely-made output measure
ments are simply made with greater frequency. 

Figure 2 shows how an automatic experimencaci n 
type control is employed to optimize a process with 
rwo controlled variables and three ucpucs. Note chat 
a small analog computer is used to calculate the maxi
mum profit equation, since the Opcon does n c ontain 
any numerical computation ability. The c ntrol unit 
is a logic system using transistor circuits. Figure 3 is 
a block diagram of the control unit. The basic logic 
circuit is a p-n-p transistor. These are assembled on 
printed circuit boards in various combinaci ns co per
form any logic function. Flip-flop are used f r m mory 
storage in the control unit. 

put into storage. If a failure, the old value of z 
is retained in storage, waiting for compari on 
with the next move. 
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GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER TERMS 

A CCESS TIME. The time interval betw en 
callin• for inlormatlon !rom storac and 
I deUv ry (read Um ); or betw n in
formation delivery and ctual storag 
(writ time) . 

A CCUMULA TOIL The zero-ace re.ister 
(and lated equlpm nt) in th arlth
m tic unit in which are formed sums and 
oth r arithmetical and logical r ults: a 
unit in a digital computer where num
bers are totaled, I.e., accumulated . Olten 
th ccumulator stores on quantity and 
upon receipt of any econd qu ntity, it 
forms and tores the sum of the first and 

ond quantities. 

ADDRESS. A label such as an Integer 
which Identifies a regis r, location, or d -
vie In which Information is stored. 

AMPLIFIER. BUFFER. An amplifier u d 
to isolate the output of any device, e .g. 
oscillator, from the eUects produced by 
chan• In voltage or loading in subse
qu nt clrcul . 

BIJfAJlY. A character tic or property in
volving a lectlon, choice or condition In 
which there are but two posslbl alterna
hv . A binary di it a sJngle digit or 
whole number In the binary scale repre-

ntlng the total, aggregate or amount of 
units utllumc the ba e two; us ng only 
"0'' and "l " digits to expre quanUty . 
"Bit" Is the abbreviation for this t rm. 

BRAKCH. A conditional Jump in a pro
gram that caus the computer to make a 
proper choice as a result of comparison 
during computation. 

BUFFER. A circuit having an output and 
a multiplicity of Inputs so de tined that 
the output 1s energized whenever one or 
mor mputs are energized. 

CHAJnfEL. A path alon• which Informa
tion, particularly a series of digits or char-

ters, may flow. In storage, which Is 
ser al b character and parallel by bit 
(e.g., a magn tic tape or drum in some 
coded-decimal computers), a channel com
prlS veral parallel tracks. In a circu
lating storage a channel is one recircu
lating path containing a fixed number of 
words stored erlally by word. 

CODE. IJfSTRUCTIOlf. An artificial lan
guag for describing or expr Ing the 
In tructlons which can be carried out by 
a dlgttal computer. If more than one ad
dre is u ed , the code is called a multi-
ple-addr code. 

COlfSTRADfTI. Upper and lower bounds 
on proc variables determined by equip
ment llmJtatlons, safety con lderatlon , 
product specifications, etc. 

COlfTROLLABLE V AJltABLEI. Quan ti ti 
which ar subject to direct manipulation , 
uch as temperature, pressure, flow, and 

I v I. 

CORE, MAGN ETIC. A magnetic material 
capabl of urning and remaining at on 
of •wo or more condition of magnetiza
tion, thu capable of providing stora e, 
gating or switching functions, usually po
Jariz d by el ctric currents carried on 
wire wound around the material. 
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DRUM. MAGJO:TIC. A rotat1n1 cylind r 
on whose Jru' etlc-material coating in
formation is ~ ..ored in the form of ma1-
netJz d dlpol , the orientation or polarity 
of which is used to store binary inlor
mation. 

FLIP-FLOP. A device having two stable 
states. Th circuit remains In either state 
untll caus d to chance to the other state 
by application of a corr ponding sitnal. 

GA TE. Logical circuit with one output and 
mulUpl inputs In which the output is 
energized when and only when certain 
input condition are met. 

DfSTllUCTIOlf. A set of characters which 
defines an operation together with on or 
more addr (or no address) and which, 
as unit, cau the computer to operate 
accordingly on the Indicated quantiti : 
preferabl to the terms "command" and 
"order". 

DfTERMEDIATE VAJltABLES. Quanttti s 
who values depend on valu of both 
controllabl and uncontrollable varlabl , 
such as concentr tion , yields, and effi
clencle . 

JUMP, An instruction or sJtnal which, 
conditionally or unconditionally, specifJes 
th location of the next instruction and 
directs the computer to that instruction. 
A jump is u. ed to alter the normal 
quence control of the computer. 

LOGIC. The sclf'nce of the formal prin
ciples of reasoning: the basJc princlpl 
and appllcatlo of truth tables, gatlnc, 
interconnection, etc. required for arith
metical computatJon In a computer. 

MATHENA TICAL MODEL. A set of rela
tion hip by which process behavior can 
be predicted. odels may be st ady-state 
or dynamJc. 

MATRIX. An array of circuit elem nts; 
diod , wires, magnetic mores, relays, etc. 
which are capabl of performing a specific 
function, uch as conversion from one nu
merical system to another, and for encod
ing and decoding. 

OBJECTIVE Ft11fCTIOK. A quantity, such 
as profit, production rate, or costs, to be 
maximized or minimized by a computer 
control system. 

OK-LDfE OPERATIOlf. Sy tern In which 
input data ls fed directly from the meas
uring devices into the computer with re
sults being obtained In real-time durinc 
the progr of the event. 

OPTIMIZATIOlf. A procedure by which a 
proc s i continually adju ted to the bes\ 
avaU ble et of operating condJUons, i.e., 
that combination of process variables 
which provides the maximum (or. mini
mum) valu of the objective function at
tainable at any particular tlme In view 
of th process constraints. 

OVERFLOW. In an arithmetic operation , 
the generation of a quantity beyond the 
capacity of the register or location which 
l to receive the result. 

PARALLEL. Handled simultaneously in 
s parate facllitle ; operating on two or 

mor parts of a word or item simulta
neously; contrasted with serial. 

PAIUTY. Condition of a binary cod in 
which the total number of l's ls always 
lthe r odd or even. 

PROCESS DYJfAICICS. Characteristics of 
a process which determine Its behavior 

a function of time, commonly specifJed 
by Its r ponse to pecific dlsturban 

PllOGllAM. A plan for the solution of a 
problem consists of plannin1 and coding, 
Including numerical analysis, systems 
analy is, speclllcation of printing formats, 
and any other functions necessary to t~e 
Integration of a computer In a system. 

llAKDOM-ACCESS. Ace to storage un
d r conditions in whJch the next posu:on 
from whlch infonl\ation is to be obtal:ted 
ls In no way d pendent on the previous 
one. 

REGISTER. Th hardw re for storing one 
or more computer words being manipu
lated. I\! g ters are usually zero-acce 
storage devices. 

ROtJTDfE. A set of coded instructions 
arranged In prop r sequ nee to direct h 
computer to perform a desJred operation 
or seri of operations. 

SEIUAL. Handle one after the other In a 
single facility, such as transfer or store 
In a digit by digit time sequence. 

STORAGE. Preferred to memory; any d -
vice into which units of inlorrnaUon can 
be copied, which will hold this inlorma
tion, and from which the inlormation can 
be obtained at a later tlme. 

STORAGE. CDlCULA TDfG. A device using 
a delay line, or unit which stores inlor
matlon in a train or pattern of pulses, 
where the pattern of pulses uing at the 
final end are sensed, amplified, reshaped 
and rein erted in the delay line at th~ 
beginning end. 

TRACK. In a serial magnetic storage el -
ment, a singl path containing a t of 
pulses. 

TllAllSFEll. To copy, exchange, I"'! d, 
record, store, transmit, tran port, or write 
data; to chance control; to jump to an
other location. 

UJICOKTROLLABLE VAJltABLEI. Quan
tities over which little or no control can 
be exercised, such as ambient tempera
ture, raw material characteristics, or mar
ket conditions. 

WORD. A set of characters which occu
pies one storage location and is treated by 
the computer circuits as a unit and tran -
ported as such; treated by the control 
unit as an instruction, and by the arith
metic unit a a quantity. 

bo~e erm adapted fr m a prelimi
nary Ii tin in " mmunication of the 

iation for mputing Machinery", 
June, ugu t, pt ., 0 l., ., 193 ; al 
from The Thomp n-Ram -Wooldridge 
l'rodu l . and Da tr m tern . 
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